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IN LUCE TUA
Comment on Contemporary Affairs by the Editor
Party Games
The significance of the 1984 elections can be summarized quite simply: Ronald Reagan won more than
his party did, though it did very well , and Walter Mandale lost less than his did , though he did very badly.
The President's victory was enormously impressive .
This landslide, unlike earlier ones in 1964 or 1972, did
not come against an opponent widely perceived to be
on the fringes of his party. Walter Mondale is no Barry
Goldwater or George McGovern; he is a thoroughly
mainstream politician.
Much of Mr. Reagan 's victory was personal. Even
many who disagree with his policies find him a likable
and personally admirable human being. His general
demeanor during his first term- especially the remarkable grace and courage he displayed after the attempt
on his life in 1981-showed him to possess perhaps the
best integrated and healthiest personality of any President since Franklin Roosevelt. And in purely political
terms, he is the most successful Chief Executive since
Roosevelt.
Does he have a mandate? Yes and no. Not everyone
who likes the President likes his political philosophy.
Most Americans probably voted more for prosperity,
peace, and personality than for any consistent ideology.
But even as any President's policies get blamed when
things go badly, so they get the credit when things go
well. And in fact the central domestic policies of the
Administration-emphasis on low taxes, general economic growth, and inculcation of habits of self-reliance
and personal responsibility-are widely popular. The
President has helped Americans feel better about their
country and its prospects than they have for a long
while, and those feelings cannot be accounted for solely
by the charms of his personality. Mr. Reagan will act as
if he had a mandate, and he has no reason not to.
For Republicans in general, the election did not quite
register that process of party realignment they had
hoped for. The GOP kept control of the Senate but lost
two seats, and its gains in the House were modest.
Furthermore, its prospects for the off-year elections in
1986 do not look good; parties in control of the White
House generally do badly in such elections, especially
when they occur during a President's second term. Yet
the party's long-term fortunes look more promising
than they have at any time in recent memory. The GOP
has won four of the last five presidential, elections, and
recent polls on party identification have shown it drawing even with the Democrats and doing especially well
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among younger voters. The Republicans retain reasonable hopes of becoming America's majority party.
To accomplish that, they will have to augment their
appeal to Middle America with a more plausible show
of concern than they have so far displayed for the marginal members of society. They will have to demonstrate, in other words, that theirs is a conservatism with
a human face. That will require more creativity and
sense of urgency than has been apparent up till now.
As for the Democrats, the election stopped short of
disaster, but only just so. And the fault was not primarily Walter Mondale's. He was something less than
magnetic as a candidate, but his greatest burden during
the campaign was not his personality but the widespread perception of his party's fecklessness and irrelevance. The Democrats, at least on the presidential level,
have lost their hold on the great middle class, and they
risk being taken possession of by a conglomeration of
marginals and exotics.
Their problem is not, as is often supposed, that they
speak for minorities, but that they become captive to
the most radical expressions of minority views. Thus
Jesse Jackson, with his Third World foreign policy,
borderline anti-semitism, and endlessly reiterated attacks on white racism, becomes Democratic spokesman
for civil rights. In the same way, support for women's
liberation gets expressed as wholesale adoption of
NOW's militantly feminist agenda, and sympathy for
the plight of homosexuals takes the form of insi5ting
that rights to homosexual behavior have claims on
moral concern and protection equivalent to rights of
Blacks and women against discrimination. And all the
while, support in Middle America dribbles away. The
Democratic party must find a way of maintaining the
liberal faith without appearing to trivialize it.
It must also come up with an economic policy that
shows as much concern for economic growth as for redistribution , and for reduction of patterns of dependency as for the provision of aid to those who require it.
It needs in general to indicate that it knows the difference between feeling good about what one does and actually doing good through prudent and competent
governance.
None of this will be easy. It will require resistance
both to conventional moralisms and to the insistent
demands of all those caucuses and pressure groups
that have come to dominate party policy. But if it is not
done, the Democrats will come one day to the melancholy realization that for them the party is over, while
for the Republicans it is just beginning.
Cl
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Robert Bertram

POLITICAL PREACHING
Thirty Propositions on
Addressing Controversial Social Issues

I.

Allocating Value Authoritatively (Propositions 1-20)

1) The assigned topic reads, "Preaching on Controversial Social Issues." Let us , for reasons of shorthand,
refer to that as "political preaching"- but not only for
reasons of shorthand.
2) All good preaching is tacitly political, just as it is
tacitly many things : tacitly prose, tacitly intelligible,
tacitly scriptural, and so on. However, while the preacher
would add little to a sermon by announcing that today
it will be in prose or intelligible or scriptural, he would
add to it significantly, as I recommend , were he to explain how it is political, and is intended to be.
3) Consider one eligible definition of politics. Politics, as David Easton suggests in his Systems Analysis, is
the way society allocates value authoritatively. Doesn't
preaching also do that, namely, allocate value authoritatively, when to those who overvalue themselves it announces that "all people are liars" or "there is no one
who does good, no, not one" and, to those who undervalue themselves, it announces "beloved, now are we
the sons and daughters of God," or "blessed are the
meek," and makes the point specific, local, situational?
4) True, the sort of value which preaching allocates
seems rather "soft" by contrast with the more earthy
values which an elected official might secure for us: new
street lights, crop subsidies, a test-ban treaty . Still, preach-

Robert Bertram is Christ Seminary-Seminex Professor of
Historical and Systematic Theology at the Lutheran School
of Theology at Chicago. He holds B.A. and M .A. degrees from
Concordia Seminary, St. Louis, and the Ph.D . from the University of Chicago. He is formerly Professor and Chairman
of the Department of Theology at Valparaiso University. This
essay was on'ginally presented to the Institute of Liturgical
Studies at Valparaiso in February, 1984.
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ing too has been known to allocate its share of tangibles:
"Arise and walk"; "buried with Christ by baptism into
death"; "a new community"; "my blood .. . shed for you";
"the resurrection of the body" ; the collection for the
saints in Jerusalem.
5) Of course, the sort of authority by which preaching
backs up its allocation of value has none of the muscular
clout that ordinary political authority does: a surprise
reversal in the New Hampshire primaries, the enforcement power of IRS, nightly access to the media. As a
preacher I may try, pathetically, to mimic that sort of
secular authority: by pulling rank, by my privileged information about the deity or the cultus, by the weight
of long and revered churchly tradition , by canonical
name dropping.
6) Still, any perceptive listener sees through that facade, knowing full well that the whole elaborate edifice
of my preacherly authority teeters finally on one itinerant, hillbilly rabbi and our taking his Word for it. But
then , that being so and he being who he is , preaching
does allocate value with an authority which even politicians emulate: "as one having exousia," so St. Matthew's
gospel describes him , "not as the scribes."
7) In fact, where else in the political sector do you
find an authority which, like this authority invoked by
Christian preaching, can rouse people to sing as radically
as they do or just to keep coming out for their weekly
Sunday morning Eucharistic caucuses as they do? Oscar
Wilde said his one objection to socialism is that it would
take too many evenings. Christians may feel the same way
about Sunday mornings, especially the preaching, yet
they come. That is a tribute to some rather extraordinary authority. Few politicians could match it.
8) On the other hand, where else except among fanatics like Jim Jones and the Ayatollah Khomeini can
you find an authority like Jesus attracting sane and sober
sophisticates to follow him , cross and all? On second
thought, most politicians would probably abjure such
authority, so closely does it verge on blasphemy and so
The Cresset

likely is it to backfire. Yet that does constitute the authority, and the hazard, which Christian preaching may not
evade if it faces up to its political calling, that is, to allocate value authoritatively.
9) So preaching is political not merely when it addresses "controversial social issues" (gay rights, nuclear
freeze, abortion), but whenever it openly admits it is
being political and then proceeds to be so, by allocating
value authoritatively. Such preaching has a way of creating its own controversial social issues, willy-nilly. For
example, such preaching may tempt the hearers to draw
unfavorable comparisons between the preacher and his
authority, on the one hand, and the authority of the
"scribes" and the rest of the religious-political establishment, on the other. That is controversial. Or such preaching may attract to the preacher the sort of riff-raff who
will scarcely enhance his parish programs: a leper who
needs healing, a centurion with a sick slave, Simon
Peter's mother-in-law, a paralytic on a stretcher. At least
that is the dubious catch which one sermon netted- "the
Sermon on the Mount," as Augustine called it. It netted
its own first-class "controversial social issues," all because
it allocated value authoritatively, with exousia.
10) Recall just that one excerpt from the Sermon on
the Mount which provides this week's gospel reading,
and note how the preacher allocates value to his hearersor, as we shall see, allocates the most drastic dis-value
to them.
11) Dis-value, yes, in spite of the fact that the hearers
were as Matthew identifies them, Jesus' own "disciples."
They were not pagans or outsiders to the Jesus movement
but loyalists, partisans, collaborators. On top of that, I
gather, they were poor. The potential for political exploitation by the preacher could have been immense,
given their obvious need of such desperate necessities
as food and clothing. How tempting it could have been
to play upon their self-pity, all the more because of
their known sympathies.
12) Instead, what this preacher identifies is their
worry, their worry over food and clothing and survival,
and scores them for that. He scores them because their
worry is de-humanizing (reducing them to less than
grass of the field and birds of the air), futile, life-shortening, ethnically inferior (like the Goyim), and asking for
more trouble than they've already got. But worse than
that, their worry is unbelief and, worst of all, hatred
against God and servitude to another master.
13) Their materialism, which a political demagogue
might have exploited, this preacher excoriates. Still, not
for a moment does he deny the reality of their material
needs. "Your heavenly Father knows you have need of
them." What he does do is re-prioritize those needs, dethrones them, thus relieving the hearers' servile dependency upon them: "Seek first the kingdom of God and
December, 1984

God's righteousness, and then (in due order) all these
things shall be yours as well."
14) We sometimes say, a bit too spiritually, that the
theme of the Gospel of Matthew is the kingdom of heaven. What it really is is the kingdom of heaven coming
upon the earth. Because the Son of Man had the authority
first of all to forgive sin and to forgive it "upon the
earth," he also had authority to cure a sinner's very
earthly polio. "All these things shall be yours as well."
The value being allocated is quite as material as it is
spiritual.
15) Some of the hearers of that Sermon on the Mount
(not a bad percentage for a first sermon) caught the political promise in its down-to-earth message. If "life,"
even their life, the life of chronic worriers, is as the
preacher said, more important than food and drink; if
even their bodies, the bodies of disbelievers, oligopistot;
are more than raiment; if even they, Mammon-loving
God-haters, are of more value than Solomon's glory,
then what?
16) Well, then anyone who can re-allocate value the
way this preacher does must surely find also their bodies
valuable enough to cleanse their leprosy, to heal their
slaves and their mothers-in-law. In fact, they wouldn't
be surprised if he were to show concern even for "what
they shall eat and what they shall drink." Before it's all
over, he'll probably be saying, "Takeandeat,""Takeand
drink." We've heard political promises"before, but never
like this.
17) That could get him into trouble, him and them:
such earthing of heaven, such re-allocating of value,
such political preaching. But then politics, mixing in the
politia, never is risk-free.
18) Wherever that Sermon on the Mount was repreached this week, there was political preaching.
Wherever the preacher effectively re-prioritized his
hearers' needs, upstaging capitalist Mammon with the
Friend of sinners, there a message was sent to the capitalist advertising industry, there shock-waves rippled out
into a consumerist economy, there the worshipers of
longevity had second thoughts, there people in debt
were less prone to intimidation by their lenders, there
politicians gained independence from their handlers
and owners, there even teenagers were less bribable by
the threat of allowances withheld, or less cowed by the
new styles in raiment, there the contributions dropped
off to those scare-pitches which traffic about "worrying
about the morrow."
19) Wherever that Sermon on the Mount was repreached this week, basic human value was re-allocated
authoritatively, losers beset by their own nobodyness
became somebodies, the lowly estate of God's handmaidens was "regarded" (angesehen, as Luther put it) and (as
he punned) these lowly ones gained faces ( Gesichter) and
5

personhood. Once that happened, there was no telling
what lengths the re-valued persons would go to for the
sick and the slaves and the in-laws, for improving the
health delivery system and the savings and loan bu siness
and the advertising industry.
20) Any preaching with that sort of political potential
ought publicly to be identified as the political thing it
is, if only to render it more so.
II.

Some Practical Suggestions (Propositions 21-30)

21) Political preaching is too world-involving to leave
it to preachers alone. It ought to include response from
the congregation as well, that is, from the church's professional worldlings, the people. That might be done in
the form of dialogue sermons or in some other multilateral form. (See Martin Marty's recent book on "people
participating in preaching.") Naturally, the lay participants in the preaching are to be as prepared and as
accountable in their subject area as the ordained preacher is expected to be in his or hers.
22) Shouldn't the church engage in political preaching only when it has something unique to contribute
which is not available anywhere else? I suppose so, but
only so long as a distinction is observed between the
gathered church and the deployed church. Within the
Christians' gathering it is their unique Gospel and Sacraments which distinguishes what they say about society
from what everyone else in the world says about it. But
outside their gathering, out in the world, the same Christians' political talk is not all that distinguishable from
the political talk of anyone else of good will and good
judgment. Out there what is distinctive about Christian
politicizing is that, unlike other movements, it need not
call attention to its own Christian uniqueness-unless,
of course, it is invited to give a reason for its hope .
Ordinarily, though, out in the secular politia the Christian movement is unique by being incognito. Few other
movements can stand to be that self-effacing.
23) Political preaching, while it may well encourage
parishioners to join this or that political cause, ought
first of all explore what avenues those parishioners
already have for improving society right within their
existing callings, and ought to hold them publicly accountable for those callings, possibly within the congregation's weekly liturgy.
24) Political preaching dare not give the impression
that Christians who do not visibly take a stand contra
mundum must by that token be cowards or a-political.
Isn't it also a fact of Christian political life, as Petru
Dumitriu has observed, that "whoever loves the world
as it is is already changing the world"? Organized public
activism is not every Christian's charism or cup of tea.
But being political, somehow, is.
6

25) Political preaching is best when those who disagree
(say , on the policy of nuclear deterrence), and disagree
vocally, still feel at home with one another in the same
congregation. Once they are gone, whether hawks or
doves, criticizing their position becomes inappropriate.
For that would mean talking behind their backs. One
thing political preaching is not is gossip. Confrontation,
toe-to-toe? That could be. One thing the church is not is
a cozy fellowship of the like-minded, just the fellowship
of the Christ-minded.
26) Political preaching will encounter political differences , perhaps encourage them. As John Courtney
Murray remarked, "An honest difference of opinion is a
rare achievement." Also, it is an achievement which
preaching might well promote, rather than take every
apparent political difference in the congregation at face
value and evade it. In the end, Christians who differ
honestly often feel closer than those who don't and, in
the process, they acquire together that rare charism, a
mutual sense of humor.
27) Political preaching must recognize what Liberation Theology is trying to teach us: the Christian gospel
simply does show a "preferential option for the poor."
True, there may be more than one kind of poverty. There
is the poverty of not having. There is also the poverty
of having but not owning, owing for what you have,
being in debt. In either case poverty, however spiritual
it may also be, is always also economic. Political preaching has a nose for poverty in whatever form.
28) Political preaching takes sides with the poor of
whatever variety, even though the poor may have no
realistic chance of ever gaining their rightful power,
now or in the future. To shield itself against that bitter
truth, political preaching may be tempted to ennoble
suffering for its own sake and then, ironically, scorn the
sufferers themselves. The preachers of Christ need no
such cruel illusion. What Christ identified with was the
poor, not their poverty. Their poverty he detested.
29) Political preaching calls special attention in so
many words to the revolutionary new order which is
being enacted in the liturgy itself, for example, in the
mutual absolution which we all pronounce in the exchange of Peace and, climactically, in the Holy Communion. These transactions are in fact the revolutionizing of the economic order here and now. Nowhere
else in the economy is there such an exchange of goods
and services with utterly no thought of price or deservedness.
30) Political preaching, mindful of how our Lord bids
us lose ourselves for his sake and the Gospel's, and bids .
the church lose itself in the world for the Kingdom ,
might occasionally conclude the Sunday service by saying, not "Go in peace, serve the Lord" but simply, "Get
lost."
Cl
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Dot Nuechterlein

RELIGION AND ETHNICITY
The Assimilation of the Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod

In 1870 a German-language periodical in the U.S.
observed: "Other nationalities who emigrate to foreign
lands find a home there, but the German makes one for
himself. He brings not only his spade and his axe and
his ploughshare with him, but he transplants in addition
his German habits" (Hawgood 1940:273). In 1974, writing about Ethnicity in the United States, Andrew Greeley
(1974:112) remarked: "The Germans we hardly notice.
If ever an American ethnic group vanished, it is the
Germans."
What factors accounted for this remarkable turnabout
in the course of a century? Historian Kathleen Conzen
(1980:423) tells us that ethnic culture differs between
various groups, and for most Germanic peoples it has
been a means to social, religious, and economic ends,
rather than being valued for its own sake. To illustrate
the sacrifice of ethnic identity in order to retain a higher objective, this essay will use the example of one subgroup, the Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod, whose
own radical transformation developed gradually- but
decisively-as the nineteenth century became the
twentieth.
I

Germans have been present in the New World since
Europeans discovered it; there is a Norse legend that
Leif Ericson had a German companion, Tryker, who
supposedly found vines and grapes on this side of the
ocean and was responsible for naming the new continent
Vinland. Certainly German cartographers and cosmographers aided Columbus and other adventurers, and
Germanic names are found in records of the earliest

Dot Nuechterlein is Executive Director of the Valparaiso
University Guild and a part-time instructor in Sociology at
the University.
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American settlements- including Peter Minuit, the
man "who bought from the Indians the island of Manhattan."
Thirteen German families had journeyed to Philadelphia in the mid-1600s, and large-scale, permanent
immigration began the following century. By the time
of the Revolution over 100,000 Germans lived in the
thirteen colonies; millions more were to come, the greater portion for economic and political reasons (Coppa &
Curran 1976:44-52). Census Bureau statistics indicate
that nearly 1.5 million Germans landed on these shores
in the 1880s, and today nearly a sixth of all Americans
claim at least some element of German descent. They
constitute the largest minority body in this country, but
they are the least identifiable.
In the late 1830s and early 1840s several groups arrived from Saxony and Franconia. The 120 or so Franconians who landed in Michigan in 1845-6 included
some young couples who were unable to gain a foothold
in the land-poor old country and saw the trip abroad as
a way to establish themselves. Most, however, were
economically blessed and had another motivation for
coming. Wilhelm Loehe, the founder of the Neuendettelsau Foreign Mission Society, who was largely responsible for this movement, wrote: "Not poverty is the
cause of their emigration from their home country ....
Nothing prompts them but the thought-at once humble
and sublime-of founding in the wilderness of the New
World a starting point for missionary work among the
heathen" (Graebner 1944:31).
One group of heathen to be missionized were the
Chippewas of Michigan's Saginaw Valley. Although it
lasted for less than a decade, the Indian mission school
in Frankenmuth was an important part of the colony.
At any given time 20-30 native children might be found
learning to read and write both English and German,
and studying Luther's Catechism. Meanwhile, the German passion for cleanliness transformed their external
selves, removing filthy rags and lice, washing and comb7

ing their hair, and dressing them in suitable Europeanstyle clothing. Food was dispensed generously to Indian
fami lies. One pastor and h is fami ly even lived in the
Ind ian camp for six years, until the natives decided to
move their settlement farther away from whites in
search of better hunting grounds (Zehnder 1970:69-87).
Altogether 35 children were baptized, but some feel the
mission would have closed before long anyway, because,
as Will iam Danker (1964:294) put it, the leaders "tried
to make German-speaking Bavarian farmers out of
nomadic deer-hunters."
Of larger concern than the Chippewas, however,
were other lost souls. The missionary F.C.D. Wyneken
traveled throughout the midwestern states in the late
1830s and early 1840s, seeking out German settlers in
isolated areas in order to serve their spiritual needs.
Given the massive immigration already underway,
Wyneken was overwhelmed at the dimensions of the
task, and wrote eloquent letters and tracts to the congregations in the homeland, urging their support of
more workers. In one tract, his description of the spiritual decay brought by lack of contact with Word and
Sacrament included this plea:
While you in Germany know nothing else than that your newborn
children be implanted in the kingdom of God through the washing
of regeneration. there [in America] the children of your children are
growing up by the hundreds without that which is most essential.
Baptism.
If years later a preacher who is passing through comes into a settlement. likely the children are brought to him .... But who gives instruction to those who have been baptized? How can the washing
of regeneration continue its action. grow. and become powerful
when preaching or instruction is missing? Who will confirm th e
children? Who will administer Holy Communion to them afterward?
Perhaps their parents of German extraction are themselves heathen.
unbaptized ; just imagine- German heathen! (Suelflow 1964:95-96.
emphasis in the original. )

Such ecclesiastical cares laid heavy on the hearts of
Loehe and others and brought forth not only individual
pastors and teachers to help with the harvest of souls,
but also communities of believers such as those who
settled in Michigan.
A few years earlier nearly 700 Saxons had arrived in
Missouri to found another settlement. Some of these, in
fact, were quite well-to-do, including a nu m ber of professionals, merchants, and craftsmen. The voyage itself
cost them about $88,000. No doubt many had to leave
behind a fair portion of their worldly goods, but what
they brought along is impressive: books, tools, furniture, a large theological library, 900 copies of Luther's
catechism, and musical instru ments- several pianos
and an organ, and enough strings and woodwinds for
a small orchestra! These educated and cultured Germans may have wished to tame the wilderness, but they
had no intention of letting th e wi lderness tame them.
8

Like the Franconians, the Saxons had a religious purpose behind their migration. It was not, however, a
concern for the spiritual health of the natives and the
unchurched which brought them hither, but rather a
concern for their own eternal welfare. The emergence
of nationalism in the fatherland had brought with it the
idea that there should be religious unity, and a merger
between Lutheran and Calvinist church bodies was
enforced. This, together with the pervasive influ ence
of rationalism within the Protestant church, led groups
of pastors and laymen to consider emigration to the
New World (Forster 1953). Settlement in the wilds of
the midwest, in an America well-known for its tolerance
of religious diversity, seemed to the Saxons an opportunity to ensure the freedom to worship as they willed.
(At least this was the ostensible reason for emigration;
Forster [1953] believes that more basic was devotion to
the leader, Martin Stephan, whose own motivations included both personal ambitions and the "persecutions"
to which he was subject on account of his questionable
style of life.)
The Saxons founded their American Zion to preserve in isolation the pure doctrine of their Lutheran
heritage, while the Franks established their forest community in order to share that Gospel with others
(Danker 1964:294), and it was that emphasis on God's
Word which soon led them to join forces . Conservative,
orthodox Lutherans arriving in North America were
appalled at what had happened to the faith in this new
environment. Many pre-Revolutionary War settlers had
become Americanized: English-speaking, pietistic, rationalistic, and greatly influenced by general Protestantism. Many congregations still carried Martin's name,
but had compromised with John Calvin's followers to
the extent that they seemed more Reformed than Lutheran (Suelflow 1964:103). This, of course, was the very
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unionism the Saxons had fled.
In addition, while thousands of nineteenth-century
immigrants were of Lutheran background, they were
divided by nationality, language, and culture, as well
as by patterns of settlement. The Germans came from
different territorial churches which had developed
along divergent lines, and they had even less in common with Scandinavians and other newcomers (Tietjen
1966:6-7). It is no surprise, then, that each immigrant
group tended to organize first along the lines of language (Jordahl 1979:38). That linguistic fellowship was
further broken down by polity and doctrinal dissension
is shown by the fact that nearly 60 independent Lutheran church bodies were formed between 1840 and 1875
(Nelson 1975:173-175).

The history of communities such as
Frankenmuth as well as the Synod as
a whole is replete with strife and
dissension, much of it doctrinal.
The publication of a theological journal by the Saxons
of Missouri setting forth their conservative theological
stance as traditional Lutherans persuaded the Michigan
leaders to desire union, and in 1847 together with other
Midwestern congregations (many also under the care
of Loehe's missionaries) they formed what is now, several name changes later, the Lutheran Church-Missouri
Synod (Graebner 1944:91-92). There was to be no compromise in the historic Lutheran confessional position:
the proper distinction between Law and Gospel was
declared by the Synod's first president, the Saxon C.F.W.
Walther, to be the central problem of theology; Christian faith was not a rationalistic "assent" but involved
personal knowledge of God's forgiveness through faith
in the death and resurrection of Jesus Christ (Ahlstrom
1975:217-218).
With regard to other groups, consensus was demanded
on a broad range of theological matters before further
negotiations toward union might even be considered.
The history of communities such as Frankenmuth as
well as the Synod as a whole is replete with strife and
dissension, much of it related to doctrinal interpretation. Leigh Jordahl's (1979:38-39) view is instructive:
Lutherans have been traditionally preoccupied with
theology, and even a non-theological dispute must be
overlaid with doctrine in order for it to be recognized
as significant. Those who were more interested in the
unity of numbers than that based on doctrine and practice were to be-and were-shunned (Tietjen 1966,
passim). Of such continued awareness of and concern
for dialogue, study, and polemic is self-identity made
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(Jordahl1979:47).
Critical to the maintenance of pure doctrine was the
retention of the German language. The Frankenmuth
congregation's original constitution, drawn mainly by
Loehe before the emigrants set sail, contains the following declaration:
Our pastors and teachers preach and teach German exclusively. It
is our earnest resolve to be German and to remain German. We are
founding a perpetually German congregation.-Our pastors and
teachers are to be pledged also to this. (Suelflow 1964 :110; emphasis
in the original.)

Loehe's constantly reiterated warning was that it would
be difficult to retain the German faith without the German language. Henry Melchior Muhlenberg, patriarch
of eighteenth-century American Lutheranism, had in
1768 poked some fun at this attitude: those who were
suspicious of the use of English in the church "suppose
that German was probably the language which Adam
and Eve originally spoke in Paradise, all contrary opinions of the critics notwithstanding" (Mol 1961:45).
Yet some had solid theological reasons to prefer the
use of German. Even in Muhlenberg's time there were
those who associated "indifference toward religion,
shallowness, and frivolity with the use of English as
over against German, the vehicle of sound piety and
religious fervor" (Mol 1961:46; one Pennsylvania pastor even thought that "English and Lutheranism were
no more compatible than English and the agrarian virtues"). The nineteenth-century arrivals gloomily surveyed the fruits of Anglicization and agreed with that
dire prophecy. The use of English seemed to go handin-hand with the corruption of the church's doctrine,
for the language itself fostered a "free, American, and
undesirable" spirit, a "shallow, slick, indifferent, business-tainted" attitude toward spiritual matters which
encouraged men to seek salvation "in sweet sensations
and in a much busied workery of all kinds" (Meier &
Mayer 1964:356).
One tool for assuring the continuation of both pristine theology and its more hospitable tongue was the
parochial school. German nationals traditionally have
valued learning, and the Missouri Synod pioneers
tended to be a rather well-educated lot, particularly the
clergy, most of whom were university-trained (Graebner 1944:92-93). A seminary had been established in
Missouri already in 1839, eight years before the Synod's
actual formation. In many cases the parish school was
founded along with the congregation, and after the
Civil War the Synod even tried to establish several
academies to provide secondary education (Nelson
1975:181, 294-296).
Support for the elementary schools rose and fell,
gaining in appeal during the midcentury period of
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massive immigration, receding somewhat later as more
and more church members turned to the everyday use
of English (Nelson 1975:296). In fact , this demographic
factor had powerful effects on the Synod in several respects. The immigrants of the 1860-1880 era, who were
of a lower social class than the founders, brought with
them a German nationalism which had intensified in
the homeland during the intervening decades. This,
then, according to sociologist Ted Westermann (1975:
138-140) "may have impeded the transition from German to English and strengthened the ethnic character
of the church." By the last quarter of the century the
emphasis was no longer on Lutheran parish schools,
but German ones (Meier & Mayer 1964:353).
The huge influx of migrants came just at the time
when some of the original members were beginning to
pass the leadership baton to the next generation, and a
moderation of views toward English and assimilation
might have been expected. Instead, congregations found
it vital to continue emphasizing their distinctly German
character, in order to best serve the needs of the new
arrivals. As the frontier began to close, immigrants no
longer arrived in large groups, but by families or singly;
they sought to ease the transition by fitting into communities which provided familiar ways of life.
The church, especially the ethnic church, often stands
between the newcomer and the alien larger society.
When that institution itself has been mostly marginal
to the mainstream, as the Missouri Synod was, the recent immigrant and the earlier one reinforce one another's consciousness of the cultural heritage. Values of
"past" supersede those of "future," with a resultant stagnation vis-a-vis the surrounding population. Such seems
to have been the case for a period in Missouri's history.
(Cf. Mol1961, esp. chapt. 3 & 4.) The rural nature of the
denomination also contributed to cultural and religious
isolation (Meier & Mayer 1964:344).
Nevertheless, portents of adaptation and modification were present from the beginning. Frankenmuth,
begun as a "political commonwealth which consists only
of Lutherans" (from the constitution; Suelflow 1964:115),
may have been able to retain that character for the better
part of a century, but few others succeeded. Nor, one
suspects, did they entirely wish to. Even the first generation, so steeped in German tradition, broke with the
past in adopting a Synodical constitution which championed a congregational rather than an episcopal polity,
and Loehe warned against such "democratic" principles
(Suelflow 1964:122). In opposition to historians such as
John Hawgood (1940), who emphasizes the clannishness
of Germans and their high rates of endogamy, Leigh
Jordahl (1979:38) writes that the Lutherans hardly ever
attempted to transplant their European traditions in
any wholesale manner; instead they were pragmatic in
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their approach to the new environment. Familiar customs continued, but not unabated.
Certainly the oncoming generations were influenced
by other Americans. That late-century immigrants retarded the assimilation process is undeniable , but their
own children no doubt felt the double pull typically
the lot of the second generation and beyond (Hansen
1952). Urbanites may have settled in Little Germanys,
but they could not avoid other contacts altogether. That
the Synod's convention proceedings and other publications endlessly inveighed against such American practices as intermarriage, dancing, the theater, Sunday joyriding, the lodge, life insurance, and so on, would seem
to imply that Synod's people were engaged in them
(Meier & Mayer 1964:350ff.).

Clergymen were discouraged from
participation in political activities,
and laity by and large followed along.
The church body held the position that in general it
should remain aloof from social affairs. Clergymen
were discouraged from participation in political activities of any kind, and the flock by and large followed
that lead. Preaching the severe Law and the sweet Gospel were all that mattered (Meier & Mayer 1964:349) .
This was an exaggeration of the traditional Lutheran
emphasis; the most important function of the church
became its sole mission. It is possible that the American
concern for separation of church and state partly explains this dissociation; previously, of course, the Germans had known a state church arrangement. At any
rate, until recent decades Missouri Lutherans appear
to have been actively involved in few major national
issues; perhaps the chief exception was prohibition .
From the temperance crusades of the 1850s to the ratification of the twenty-first amendment in 1933, GermanAmericans in every area of the country spoke with one
voice in opposing legislative control of alcohol (Billigmeier 1974:128-129).
The realization that the church should reach out from
behind its closed doors and testify publicly to its message came toward the turn of the century. One of the
first attempts at public relations occurred at the 1893
World's Columbian Exposition in Chicago, where the
German Lutheran publishing house participated in a
display of school materials (Meier & Mayer 1964:352).
Twenty years later the denomination's leading periodical would stress the need to explain itself to the public,
so that "the prevalent notion that the Lutheran Church
is a foreign church" might be overcome (Meier & Mayer
1964:385); a few decades beyond that point the Missouri
The Cresset

Synod would become exceptionally proficient in the
use of publicity and the mass media.
The most divisive problem within the communion,
the most disruptive of the old way of life, has already
been mentioned; it was the question of language. This ,
too, had surfaced in the first years and had presaged
the changes to come. There was a certain inconsistency,
for example, in the Frankenmuthers' vow to remain
wholly German while at the same time acknowledging
the practicality of providing at least some instruction
in English to the Indian children. In fact , from the late
1850s onward the congregation supplied some English
training for all children, in order to facilitate their
eventual business dealings with those outside the community (Zehnder 1970:153-155). In many areas such
reason ing came later, but agitation to minister to English-speaking German descendants and then to nonGermans- "when this became absolutely unavoidable"
-surfaced as early as 1857 (Meier & Mayer 1964:356).
An article published in 1865 stated that the descendants
of thousands upon thousands of Germans had already
forsaken the pure Word and sacraments of the Lutheran
church, and argued:
The objection that th e Gos pel cannot be preached effectiv ely and
wholesomely in th e E nglish language cannot be meant seriously.
Because, after all , in the beginning of the church of the New T estament the preaching was not done in th e Germ a n la nguage (Meier &
Mayer 1964:357).

English is easier than German, the author said, and even
when parents insist on keeping the mother tongue in
the home, children at school and at play use English to
the extent that they no longer think in German. The
Word must be brought to them in a way that will enable
them to understand it. Pastors must be trained in English so that they may be prepared to preach and write
against the heterodox churches and "the so-called Lutherans." The choice, another wrote in 1890, was "either
an English Lutheran Church or no Lutheran Church at
all in this country" (Meier & Mayer 1964:357-358). And
President Walther, in response to both the post-Civil
War Reconstruction period and the Far West situation,
said in 1869: "Negro missions will be difficult so long as
we have so few who can work in English . ... I'm afraid
it will be easier to evangelize the Chinese in China than
in California" (Danker 1964:297). Work among former
slaves actually began in 1877, and Jewish missions were
undertaken in 1883 (Danker 1964: 295), but they were
served by a sister Synod of English-language congregations formed in 1872 (Meier & Mayer 1964:360).
The debate over language continued for decades, as
the Synod was torn between those who feared the adoption of English lest the faith be lost, and those who
feared the retention of German lest America be lost. A
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report to the Synod's convention in 1890 showed that
half the confirmands of German Lutheran congregations left to join other Lutheran or Protestant bodies
which used English, and a 1914 article pointed to the 60
million Americans who had no religious affiliation
(Meier & Mayer 1964:359, 383). The country's increasing urbanization-city dwellers needed to communicate
in English every day, and many felt this might as well
include Sunday-added pressure for change, as did the
growth of Sunday Schools, where children who did not
attend parochial schools could receive some continual
religious instruction. While this institution was looked
upon with some disfavor (how could one teach the faith
in but one hour per week?), by 1898 it was seen as a necessity, particularly in city parishes (Meier & Mayer
1964:354).
In the end the death knell for the German language
sounded from outside the parish walls. Demands that
all foreigners "Americanize," which had grown in the
U .S. during the decades of heavy immigration, came to
center most specifically on Germans, as their fatherland
became embroiled in the Great War. Missouri Synod
members, along with their countrymen of Catholic and
sectarian persuasion, tended to sympathize with Germany; such support tended to be publicly expressed;
"100% Americans" saw such support for the old country
as incompatible with patriotism to the U.S .
Much has been written concerning this era, a time of
pain for many German descendants. Hysteria erupted
everywhere-all things German were assaulted: German music, literature, language, names, food. Acts
were passed in some jurisdictions prohibiting the use
of German in public places, in schools, even on the
telephone. Mobs gathered; pedestrians who looked
foreign were attacked. Yellow paint was sprayed on
churches. Books were confiscated. In a very short period, German-Americans learned how dysfunctional it
could be to emphasize the hyphen and stress the first
appellation. The second largest nationality group within the country was now viewed with suspicion and fear
(Billigmeier 1974:134-144). In a land which previously
had taken diversity for granted, one could no longer
afford to be very different, especially if his ancestral
home was seen in a villainous light.
The effects were rapid and drastic. Some nine million
German speakers were linguistically eliminated within
a mere fifty years, probably the most wholesale destruction of a major tongue in history. Although GermanAmericanism as a separate identity had begun to break
down before the new century arrived, the onset of the
war intensified that process to the extent that German
influence in American life ended abruptly. It was inevitable that the Missouri Synod, a self-acknowledged
German body, would feel this catastrophic shock keenly.
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Although many congregations continued to use German, the general impact of the agitation and the war
was to accelerate the changeover from German to English throughout the Synod. Acculturation increased
rapidly as mobility, education, and exposure to mass
communications widened horizons (Jordahl1979:50-52).
The word "German" was eliminated from the official
name of the Missouri Synod in 1917 (Meyer 1964:439).
More important, perhaps, was the internal recognition by many that they could no longer remain German,
and that they had indeed become thoroughly American
(Hawgood 1940:296). Outwardly, the doctrinal concerns
remained paramount, and many religious and social
practices appeared to have been untouched; but the curtailment of the native tongue was simply the visible
sign of a formerly unrecognized fact-that the church
and its members were no longer what they had been.
II

A gleaning of the literature on ethnicity points to a
correlation between the following items and the retention of ethnic distinctiveness:
(A) Isolation
(B) Authoritarianism
(C) Emphasis on tradition
(D) Valuation of past over future
(E) Indoctrination & little adult education
(F) Endogamy
(G) Recruitment or influx
(H) Religious "specialness"
(I) Language retention
It would appear on the face of things that the founders
of the Missouri Synod did all of the right things to ensure their being a peculiar people. Or did they?
A. Isolation They came to this country determined
to save the faith, and convinced that the way to achieve
this depended on keeping the language and customs by
means of which this faith had so far prospered. Had
they analyzed the situation in Germany more carefully,
they would have realized that purity of speech in no
way guarantees purity of thought or belief. Luther's
church had in many ways strayed far from its heritage ,
according to the Saxon expatriates.
Still, German was their tongue, the one in which they
had come to know the truth which sets one free. And
even a quick glance at the earlier immigrants who had
forsaken the fundamentals for fellowship provided incentive enough to hang on to their instincts and avoid
the unfamiliar. During much of the nineteenth century
most Germans came in groups which naturally settled
together or near one another (Hawgood 1940:74). Frankenmuth survived as an ethnic community far longer
than most, but in the early period it was by no means
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unique. Even non-farmers who landed in towns and
cities could, if they came with others, form a congregation and support one another in retaining the customary ways.
Theorists indicate that the act of worship is in itself
a source of group integration; refusal to worship with
others thus tends to perpetuate barriers (Mol 1961:15).
The Missourians, who insisted on doctrinal accord before they would even speak the Our Father with another,
illustrate this principle, which has been an element in
their isolation even to the present day. It seems that today's Lutheran bodies tend to have opposing philosophies on this point. Whereas Missouri still views prayer
and Sacrament as witnessing to the unity of the Body of
Christ, the Lutheran Church in America, for example,
perceives these acts as avenues for achieving that oneness . Missourians may then become ever more fully unified with one another, in contrast to LCA members who
tend to focus on the harmony that transcends human
diversity. This may be one reason why strict Missouri
Synod adherents often seem to have a more clearly defined self-identity than others-the "likenesses" and
"unlikenesses" are so much more sharply drawn.
We must note, however, that Martin Stephan's group
of Saxons came to Missouri from a situation in which
they had felt persecuted. They brought their antipathies
with them, and so had social as well as theological rea~
sons to wish to remain apart even from fellow Germans.
Right from the start their primary emphasis was not on
Germanness per se: language was utilitarian , the vehicle
for the preservation of pure doctrine, which was their
ultimate aim. (It is possible that Loehe's attitude was
somewhat different; he repeatedly stressed the importance of the language for the faith.) In any case, by the
turn of the century theological isolation was still in evidence within the Synod, but physically and culturally
the trend continued in the opposite direction.
B. Authoritarianism The model the new church
used was based on the traditional authoritarian principle: every body needs a head, and as Christ is head of
the church, the pastor is head of the congregation. Yet
this, too, was somewhat modified; Stephan having allegedly misused his position, Walther and others were
persuaded that it was best to divide ecclesiastical powers.
Along with reverence for the office of pastor, congregants had respect for the man who filled it, as he was
usually much more highly educated and cultured than
they. Nonetheless, the turmoil that seems to have been
a part of many parishes suggests that the authority of the
office was legitimated within certain boundaries, rather
than being absolute. In this the Lutherans merely followed the example of Luther, yielding to no pope or
prince in matters of conscience.
C. Tradition As already noted, there is some difThe Cresset

ference of opinion as to how much tradition was transported to the New World. My impression is that in the
Missouri Synod there was much emphasis on what had
come down from the early church and from the sixteenth
century: the Bible, the emphasis on the Confessions,
and the theology of Luther himself. The Saxons felt that
they were a part of the reawakening concerning that
heritage, and that much of what had developed in the
intervening centuries was unworthy of consideration
(Forster 1953). The focus, then, was on the remote
rather than the immediate past, allowing much more
latitude than would have been true if they had tried to
transplant an entire way of life. Also, this underlined
the fact that the priority was always the faith, with large
areas of daily (and churchly) existence relegated to the
realm of adiaphora.
D. Valuation of past Closely linked to attitude toward tradition is the relative value placed on past versus future . There is a body of thought which says that
only forward-looking people dare to emigrate voluntarily. Since there were great pressures brought to bear on
Germans who joined the mass movement, and since
Stephan's flock was urged to stay and work for the good
of the faith within the homeland, we know that these
men and women were not so overly attached to the past
life as to prevent their taking the risks they did (Forster
1953).
Neither do we find in the Synod's folklore the type of
stress on personalities and events in Germany that seem
to pervade that of peoples with more primordial yearnings. Instead, the heroes and remembered occasions
are those associated with the formation of the church
itself. In effect, the history of the church (as presented
in parqchial schools circa 1945-50, anyway) skipped from
the New Testament to the 1500s to 1847. Such a selective
orientation to the past serves a different purpose than
the case of an ethnic group attempting to keep in line
with all that has gone before ; perhaps it has given some
support to those within the church eager to meet whatever challenges may lie ahead. While that component
was usually a minority view, it seems to have been always present, and probably helped ease the WWI adaptation. With respect to the mass immigration period
mentioned before, and the resultant retarded assimilation, it seems that the more immediate German heritage
was more important for a period, but that the selective
past has had the most long-term effects.
E. Indoctrination The church's parochial school
system, and to a lesser extent its Sunday School, has
served as a potent force for keeping the faithful together
and controlled. The Biblical injunction about training
the child so that the old man will not depart from the
way has long been used to support the parish school,
and past experience has often proven the rule. It is
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sometimes felt that the schools indoctrinate rather than
educate, but they also often provide training which is
superior to the public system and have been a source of
recruitment for this reason (Schmidt 1979:188-190).
Adult education, however, was minimal for a long time.
Pastors and teachers were provided for immediately,
but only sporadic attempts were made for others. If
children learned the fundamentals of the faith they
would be equipped for life; if the clergy and teachers
were well-schooled, orthodoxy would be maintained
(Schmidt 1979:188).

It is not unusual for Missouri
Lutherans to discover on first meeting
some hitherto unrealized kinship tie.
I have found no statistics on this, but a great change
very likely took place at the turn of the century. Daniel
Boorstin (1974:500) recounts the fantastic growth of th e
American public high school: enrollment rose from
7 per cent of the 14 to 17 age cohort in 1890 to about
33 per cent of that age group in 1920. Much of the Synod
was still rural during that period and may have been
unaffected, but urban church members must have been
part of the phenomenon. Since education is an individualizing experience (Watt 1957), as well as useful for
integration of a heterogeneous population, even a somewhat more highly educated laity might have had an
effect on the church's assimilation process. One would
expect that the educated urbanite would Anglicize his
name and stop speaking German to his children more
quickly than the farmer.
F. Endogamy It is not at all unusual even in the
1980s for Missouri Lutherans of German descent, upon
meeting for the first time, to discover some hitherto unrealized kinship tie. The church has not always practiced endogamy, but it has been encouraged. We have
seen that intermarriage was one of the topics most vehemently written and preached against over the decades.
Not that congregations objected to newcomers joining
the faith: the fear was always that the Lutheran would
fall away. (Does that assumption have something to tell
us about the self-conception of the denomination as one
difficult to hold to and live in?) The growth of the English-speaking congregations toward the turn of the century shows that cross-fertilization was' taking place, but
given (G), the impact of non-Germans and converts
must have been very slow in showing itself.
G. Influx If the tidal wave of immigrants, which
for a while strengthened the Synod's German character,
had continued, we might still see a German church,
committed to serving newcomers and turning over its
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own assimilated offspring to another body. As it happened, though , the next waves in the wake of WWI and
WWII came after the transition had been accomplished;
German services might have been kept going for their
benefit, but less and less of congregational life revolved
around that language. DP's were helped to assimilate.
H . Religious specialness The idea that this church
body alone had the pure Word of God and should witness to Christ by staying separate from all whose theology differed is, in my opinion, the one area that has
remained quite constant, and more than anything else
has kept a sense of distinctiveness alive. The foreignlanguage church fills many different needs for the immigrant, including familiarity, sociability, and a sense of
stability in the midst of change. Because religion has to
do with the most central values in one's life, the longer
a church withstands secularization the greater loyalty
it can command from a number of its followers; in the
rest of life one may need to compromise one's cherished
customs or attitudes , but here an individual can trust in
something eternal and unchanging (Cf. Moll961:7 , 48).
A Missouri Lutheran could buy into the larger society
to a greater extent than seems possible for many other
conservative Christians because doctrine rather than
practice has always been the heart of the church's message. Oh yes, faith must produce fruit , but apart from
some prohibitions there are few enunciations as to exactly what form those fruits will assume. It is perfectly all
right to be in the world as long as one is not of it, according to the Bible, and since the "of" is a matter of faith , a
man works it out with his Maker, given parameters but
not prescriptions by the church. The Lutheran from
the Missouri Synod, then , can look to the outsider very
inuch like anyone else, enjoying the delights-even
flirting with some of the seductions-of this life. He
himself, however, knows that he is to be set apart from
others at the core ; he should be prepared to testify to
that difference when the situation demands; and he can
expect to fall, repent, and be forgiven. Only in the area
of belief and religious practice will he be required to
stand off from others. The plural, voluntaristic American society seems made to order for Missouri.
I. Language A few words remain to be said about
the assimilative effects of the change in language. I believe it was the generation of people who were children
and youth during WWI, and their children who were
youngsters during WWII , who are most responsible
for Greeley's comment that U.S . Germans have disappeared. The youth of 1914-17 had very likely learned
German at home-in 1911 just 3 per cent of Synodical
Conference communicants were using only the English
language (Meier & Mayer 1964:361). They had not yet
lived long enough to have had much of an emotional
investment in their parents' culture, but through the
14

War trauma they experienced how stressful the old
words and ways could be. Their adjustment was pragmatic ; they were probably much better able to privatize
whatever Germanness remained in their lives than
were the older folk.
Significantly, that generation of WWI youth purposely did not teach the language to their own children.
"It wasn't the thing to do; you were Americans," they
now explain when asked. They knew from their own
past that one need not be consciously ethnic to get on in
this land- in fact, one might be better off not to be. German food might be served now and then, German socials with card-playing and singing and beer might be
enjoyed, but for the most part whatever was left of the
heritage remained connected to the private world of
the church. (I was taught to love the music of J.S. Bach
not because he was German, not even because he was a
master, but because of the enormous contribution he
made to the Lutheran church.)
Cultural traits are not easily eliminated from a people, and many of these remain. German descendants
often still teach their young habits of thrift and tidiness
and precision. But the heart has gone out of much of it.
A child of the 1940s, not having been given the formal
aspects of the heritage, was further alienated from things
German by growing up in a world revulsed by Hitler
and the Nazi atrocities. How could one value the German passion for order and obedience to authority when
it could lead to such monstrous results? It was the German Fuehrer who hammered in the final coffin nai,ls on
self-conscious Germanness and completed the assimilation process: there is no Third Generation Return (Hansen 1952) for us. Perhaps in time our children and the
children of the WWII refugees will want to emphasize
their cultural background once more; maybe German
Catholics and Mennonites and Methodists and others
feel differently. But for the moment, for those considered here, the severed cord appears to be hopelessly
frayed .
III
It has been the intention of this essay to show that the
transition from German-American to American of German descent, as applied to the Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod, was a gradual passage that became ineludible and absolute during the turn-of-the-century period.
The founders' stated reason for creating this church
body in this country was to preserve and proclaim the
pure Word of God. They took all the precautions they
could in support of this aim. In the end, the church had
sacrificed its lesser goal , the cultural heritage, for the
sake of its greater purpose, the carrying on of its spiritual message. Nearly 150 years later it appears that the
The Cresset

Saxons and the Franconians have accomplished what
they set out to do.
C:
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Annunciation
For Rev. fames Lareva

the angels at Rheims Cathedral knowgo there
see for yourselfsee Mary's hand to her mouth
her eyes wide
"Yes .. . but . . ."
and shock too, Oh yes!
surprise is too easy
"Wait (she says, lightly)
Joseph will . .. "
" ... will be fine ... "
(do angels laugh?)
and the rest is historythank God

J. T . Ledbetter

Good News
Gardens gag and streams run sour.
Skies scorch from our update of Eden's sword.
Roads backed up by exile hordes. Everywhere
more chains on doors and windows barred
and prisons burst. Longer queues
of starving, lonely ...
What good news?

His Star tonight, atop a billion trees!
And Him come freshly from afar, gift-wrapped
in rags and crying out-incarnately!
Once more the Light behind the birthing slap
jars us upright, enlivens us. As if
full-welcoming requires, today, no brinkmanship!

Lois Reiner
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Harold J. Harris

THE TURGENEV LEGACY
The Novelist as Social
Commentator in His Letters

Coming as it did at the same time as the 500th anniversary of Martin Luther's birth and the 100th anniversary of Karl Marx's death, the centenary of Ivan Turgenev's death 1 inevitably received less scholarly and
critical, and of course less public, attention than it should
have. After all, the contemporary world thinks of itself,
for good or for evil, as owing vastly more to the polemical German religious and the vitriolic German Jewish
political revolutionary than to the nineteenth-century
novelist who even before his death had come to be relegated to a secondary position in Russian letters behind
Dostoyevsky and Tolstoy. As a writer of letters and an
observer of his times, however, he does not have to take
a back seat even to those two giant figures, something
that became more apparent when his centenary year
was marked by the publication of two editions of his
selected correspondence in translation. 2
Because he lacked the qualities that distinguish those
four otherwise radically different movers and shakers,
Turgenev was not an unexceptionably first-rate literary
artist any more than he was either a great man or a distinguished social critic. He did not, that is, believe absolutely in himself, or for that matter his art, as the
necessary agent whereby far-reaching changes might
be wrought in the fabric of society at whatever, within
certain limits, the cost. Of his half-dozen novels, only
Fathers and Sons continues to hold its own near the top
of the second rank of nineteenth-century European
novels. But all of his novels, most particularly Fathers
and Sons as Isaiah Berlin has so eloquently told us, 3 and
the more than 6,000 letters that we still have, present

Harold J. Harris is Professor of English at Kalamazoo College. His two previous Cresset articles are "Two Imaginary
Lectures to My Students in Freshman Composition " (February, 1982) and "Norman Mailer, Jack Abbott, and The
Executioner's Song" (September, 1982).
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us with an unequaled repository of uncommon sense in
the form of acute observations on the society of his time.
And it is, as Berlin among others has pointed out, social
conjoined with literary commentary of a kind that
makes Turgenev if not more relevant in this wintry
time, then more usable to us than Dostoyevsky, Tolstoy,
and most assuredly Marx.
It was during the 1960s that Turgenev the novelist
was perhaps most usable to those of us who share his
belief in the values of an open, democratic society in
which government exists for the sake of the individual
and not the other way round. Especially for those of us
who chose to teach Fathers and Sons in Russian novel
classes, Turgenev presented himself as a wonderful corrective to the New Barbarians who, beginning around
1965, talked loosely of closing down the traditional universities both in the United States and Western Europe
as a first step to closing down the traditional liberal
society that undergirded them . Not that his novel, or
any other novel or conceivable combination of literary
works, actually had the power to turn aside the onrushing hordes of half-educated anti-intellectuals. After all,
in the 1860s-and the parallels between that unusually
turbulent decade in Turgenev's Russia and the 1960s in
this country are really quite remarkable-the majority
of Fathers and Sons' younger readers chose to see in Bazarov a model to emulate rather than a terrible warning
or cautionary symbol. Nevertheless, young Americans
being more like other Americans than like young Russians either of Turgenev's time or our own, it is not
1

Born in Ore! Province on O ct. 8. 1818 . Turge nev died outside Paris
on Dec. 3. 1883.

2

The most interesting of the letters th at have been translated into Engli sh are to be found in a one-volume edition publi shed last year by
Scribner's and a two-volume 1983 Ardi s edition (Ann Arbor. Mich.)
edited and translated by David Lowe. It is to th e latter edition th at all
references in this paper are made.

3

Berlin's chapter on Fath ers and Sons in Russian Think ers (The Viking Press. New York . 1978 ) is as good an introdu ction to Turge nev
and th e entire corpu s of his writing as anything in print.
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wholly wishful thinking to speculate that reading Fathers
and Sons a dozen or so years ago may have at least
brought about a softening of attitudes among people
for whom a certain hardness and pseudo-toughness had
become so much the order of the day.

Turgenev never denied his duty as
citizen to attempt to solve the
problems of his time; he did deny

moment doubt that the ex1stmg scheme of things in
Czarist Russia was at the very least deplorable. What he
did call into question, however, was the proposition that
his long-time correspondent, the Countess Yelizaveta
Yegorovna Lambert, thrust upon him: that because he
was a writer he was called upon to fashion political
weapons with which he personally would do battle
against the entrenched forces of reaction. Writing to
her in 1863 from Baden, the German resort town where
he spent a great deal of his time, h e says:

that as a writer he was called upon

You condemn me as a person (in the sense of a political figure , a
citizen) and as a writer. In regard to the former , you are right- in
the latter, no , I don't think so. You're right in saying that I'm not a
political person and in asserting that the government has no reason
to fear me; my convictions have not changed since my early yearsbut I have never been and never will be involved in politics: that
business is alien to me and uninteresting and I pay attention to it
on ly as much as is necessary for a writer called upon to paint pictures of contemporary life.5

to fashion political weapons to do
battle against the forces of reaction.
Turgenev would himself have been among the first
to disclaim for his writing any such capacity. Moreover
he would have vigorously denied, and indeed did so,
that the writer even had any business trying to effect
direct and immediate change in people's political thinking or behavior. He would have issued that disclaimer
and that denial not only because of his deep-seated
convictions on the matter, but also because on the
strength of his own unhappy and quite often bitter experience he knew what an exercise in futility it was for a
literary artist to attempt to shape political developments.

• • •
If ever an artist was caught between the proverbial
rock and hard place, it was Ivan Turgenev. As the letters
make abundantly clear, from a very early date he continually had to distinguish between those of his Russian
correspondents who insisted that he join them on the
rock which they labeled variously Mother Russia/Slavophilism/Czarist Autocracy, and those who demanded
that he accompany them to some one of the left-wing
hard places. Then there were those, Tolstoy above all,
who were less interested in driving him on to either a
rock or a hard place than they were in steering him into
the capacious harbor of Social Responsibility, Russian
Style, where practically every Russian intellectual and
artistic ship was berthed throughout the last century.
Turgenev never once called into question that it was
his, and presumably every other educated individual's,
responsibility to consider whatever ways might best be
found to solve those terrible problems that beset nineteenth-century European society. 4 Nor did he for one
4

Besides social and political developments in Russia , Turgenev com·
mented extensively on the Franco·Prussian War. Even though much
of the time that he lived abroad was spent in Germany , he was un·
equivocally opposed to what he regarded as naked German aggression against a much less oppressive and more democratic nation.
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It is in that same letter to the irrepressibly and insistently liberal-on a highly abstract plane-countess
that Turgenev makes the often quoted statement that
he "has never written for the people," neither his taste,
temperament, or talent fitting him for that role. Rather,
he tells her, beginning with Notes of a Hunter and concluding with Fathers and Sons, he has always "written for
that class of the public to which I belong."
The principles, aesthetic and social, that he sets forth
in the letter to Countess Lambert are the same ones that
are to be found in his letters to Tolstoy, although his
very different (and much more troubled) relationship
to that count inevitably gives them a somewhat different
shape. We get a very good idea both of the status of
those principles and that friendship from a letter Turgenev wrote in 1857 to a Tolstoy who recently had been
discharged from the army and was now on his way to
literary fame with the just published Childhood and
Adolescence. In the sentences preceding the passage I
quote, the much better known Turgenev begs leave of
Tolstoy (he reminds Tolstoy that he is the latter's senior
by about ten years) to speak to him in the fashion of
the passage.
You are calming down . becoming serene-most importantlyyou're growing free , free of your own views and prejudices. To take
a look to the left is just as nice as to the right-there are no impediments-there are "perspect ives" everywhere ... all you have to do
is open your eyes. God grant that your horizons widen with every
passing day. The on ly people who treasure systems are those whom
the whole truth evades, who want to catch it by the tail ; a system is
just like truth's tail , but the truth is like a lizard ; it will leave the tail
in your hand and escape: it knows that it will soon grow another tail. 6

5

Letter to Yelizaveta Yegorovna Lambert, May 9, 1863.

6

Letter to Leo Tolstoy, Jan. 3. 1857.
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Taking- a look to the right might have seemed "just
as nice" to Turgenev at that stage of his life, but in fact
there were very considerable impediments to his doing
so then and they would continue throughout his career.
With relatively few exceptions, his Russian correspondents, like the great majority of Russians who, in
the 1860s, 70s, and 80s were contributing to the intellectual and artistic life of the country, were somewhere on
the left politically.
There were, nevertheless, a certain number of such
people on his right, among them the poet A. A. Fet and
the father-and-son Slavophile publicists Sergei and K. S.
Aksakov. A friend of Tolstoy and a land-owning reactionary of the narrowest and most uncritical variety but
a critically acclaimed poet then and now, Fet never
called forth from Turgenev anything like a reasoned
socio-political or aesthetic argument. Fet did, however,
on at least one occasion provoke a wonderfully pungent
statement in response to his fulminations against what
he apparently saw as radical tendencies in the writing
of the playwright Ostrovsky and the prose writer Pomyakovsky . It is as expressive as anything we have in
print of Turgenev's skepticism about political messages
and messengers in literature and the attempt to read all
literature under the aspect of politics.
I say that art is such a gigantic matter that the whole personwith all hi s abilities, including intellect, by the way-is barely enough
for it ; you ostracize the intellect and in works of art you see on ly the
unconscious babble of a sleeping person. I have to call that view
Slavophile, since it bears the stamp of the school that says "everything here is black-and everything there is white-the truth is all
on one side. " But we, sinners that we are , suppose that by swinging
the ax like that you please only yourself. . . But that's easier, of
course, otherwise, by admitting that truth is here and there , that
keen definiti ons don 't help define anything, you have to fus s around ,
weigh both sides. and so on. And that 's boring. It 's much better to
blurt out in military fashion :" "Tenshun! Intellect, right face! Halt!
Dress ranks! Act! Left-march! Halt! Dress ranks!" And it 's marvelous! All you have to do is sign a report that everything is fine 7

There is no indication that Fet ever threw in with the
relatively small number of mostly Muscovite intellectuals who like the Aksakovs subscribed to that doctrine.
Because Fet was not himself a formidable intellectual
opponent, and because the Slavophilism of his friends
never had any genuine appeal to him, Turgenev does
not have very much interesting to say about politics and
art in his letters to those on the right. It is when he turns
to the left in order to face directly the criticisms, appeals,
denunciations, etc. of correspondents like Bakunin and
Herzen, or to deal with a Chernyshevsky or a Dobrolyubov, that his thoughts on political and social issues become most sharp, most characteristic of the man we

7

Letter to A. A. Fet. Feb. 4. 1862.
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sense behind the novels, and most intensely interesting
to us who read him in 1984.
It is above all in the letters to his old friend Alexander
Herzen, like Turgenev from a wealthy and fairly distinguished family, that we see Turgenev again and
again rising to the occasion presented by a fit intellectual correspondent. More than any other writer of his
stature of whom I am aware, he was always extremely
anxious to please people. In the case of the socialist
Herzen, besides wanting to please him there were reasons for Turgenev to take with the utmost seriousness
what was being said to him and to fashion the best possible answers to all of Herzen's questions and criticisms.
Herzen can, I think, be said to have represented for
Turgenev the most thoughtful and sensitive among the
left-wingS critics of a czarist regime that Turgenev cordially hated. He was also the one among the Russian
exiles who continued to be most in touch with the best
aspirations of those younger Russians whose good will
and respect we know Turgenev always to have so fervently desired.
The letter of October 8, 1862 that Turgenev wrote to
Herzen, then living in exile in London, deserves quotation at some length because it rehearses all of the major
themes that are to be found in their voluminous correspondence. (There are letters that provide us with very
nearly a microcosm of those socio-political issues that
most interested and concerned Turgenev and nearly
every other educated Russian in the second half of the
nineteenth century.) Turgenev is in this letter defending himself against a Herzen polemic that the latter had
published in his famous journal The Bell.
... it is not out of epicureanism , nor is it out of tiredness and laziness that I retired , as Gogo! says, to the shaded streams of European
principles and institutions ; if I were twenty-five years old I wou ldn 't
behave any differently - not so much for my own good as for the
good of the people. The role of the educated class in Russia-to be
the transmitter of civilization to the people ... is a role that is rea lly
quite modest ... that role. in my opinion. is not yet finished. On the
contrary . however. you gentlemen (like the Slavophiles) use the
German way of thought and on the basis of a barely comprehended
and barely comprehensible substance of the people, you abstract
those principles on which you suppose that they will build their
life-and you're whirling in a fog-and what's most important of
all-you are in effect renouncing revolution- because the people
before whom you bow are conserv atives par excellence- and even
bear within themselves the emblems of a bourgeoisie in sheepskin
coat . warm and filthy hats , with bellies eternally stuffed to the point
of heartburn and with revulsion for any sort of civic responsibility
or activity , that will go far beyond all those brilliantly accurate
traits with which you portrayed the Western bourgeoisie in your
letters 9
8

I use this not very precise term as a convenient way to designate all
those Russian populists, sociali sts , or uncategorizable members of
the intelligentsia who stood anywhere to the left politically of Turgenev . Chernyshevsky and Dobrolyubov , Bakunin and Herzen, these
men all share in that designation at least for purposes of this paper.

9

Letter to Alexander Herzen, Oct. 8, 1862.
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Not content with bringing the Russian peasant and
his socialist/populist admirers down to earth, Turgenev
goes on to skewer the notion of "zemstvo, artel, and
commune"JO that Herzen had adapted for his own purposes from the Slavophiles. Then toward the conclusion of the letter Turgenev says, "Really, my old friend,
believe me : the only point of support for living revolutionary propaganda is that minority of the educated
class in Russia that Bakunin calls rotten, uprooted from
the soil, and traitors . In any event, you have no other
audience."
If Turgenev had written nothing but that letter to
Herzen he would, I submit, be well worth reading today. I seriously doubt whether it is possible to improve
on his analysis of the Russian "people" and their relation to those who have freed them from their (undeniably) oppressive rule . To remind ourselves of what
happened to that class, "rotten, uprooted from the soil,
and traitors," whom Bakunin in his characteristically
brutal style disposed of, is inevitably to induce a certain
melancholy. But then the anarchist Mikhail Bakunin
himself did not come to a very good end, and his followers have never come to power anywhere in the world,
and almost certainly never will do so.
The followers of that considerably more redoubtable
man, Karl Marx, of course have done rather better.
Still, in the perspective of 1984 (ours and Orwell's)
Marxism as a movement of thought and as a current in
literature and the other arts looks to free men and women everywhere in the West to be at best irrelevant and
at worst a destructive force. As for that other massive
German figure, Martin Luther, whose birthday fell in
the same year as Turgenev's, his legacy in a gentled and
domesticated form plays a proud role in much of Western society. Today, it is almost always enlisted by those
who choose political freedom and with it the freedom
of the artist to create and thus help continually to recreate the world we live in.
Because he was a greater artist than Turgenev, Feodor
Dostoyevsky will always be more worth reading for his
way of understanding a Russian society that seems almost to overwhelm us when we read Crime and Punishment, The Brothers Karamazov, The Idiot, and The Possessed. However, while these are indeed political novels,
as Irving Howe in his brilliant Politics and the Novel
10

Th e zemstvo was an administrative-legislative body created in the
1860s to give (very limited) self-government to the Russians. The
ariel was a traditional collective arrangement entered into by Russian
peasants ; some of the nineteenth-century socialists such as Herzen,
as well as most of the Slavophiles, regarded the existence of the artel
as evidence that a forum of cooperation/ collectivism was so rooted
in Ru ssian cu lture as to prove both the superiority of Russian society
to Western European and the capacity of tpe country to take on the
form of socialism without having to go through the kind of turmoil
that would be necessary for Western Europe.
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understands full well, 11 the social vision that underlies
them is just too apocalyptic, jagged, and in important
ways even perverse to provide us with any kind of sustained intellectual or moral nourishment. Isaiah Berlin
makes what I think is an important distinction between
Turgenev on the one hand and Dostoyevsky and Tolstoy on the other when he speaks of the former's "clear,
finely discriminating, slightly unusual vision." It is, he
rightly observes, radically dissimilar from "the obsessed
genius" of Dostoyevsky or Tolstoy. 12 Both those men,
and Herzen too, found it increasingly difficult to take
with complete seriousness a fellow Russian who lacked
the passionate attachment to absolute social, political.
and aesthetic ideals they valued so highly.
We value highly Ivan Turgenev, a most modest man
when it came both to his own creative talent and to the
capacity of literary artists generally to play a vital role
in remaking our political and social lives. We value him
today for some of those very qualities that at his death
one hundred years ago so many of his countrymen
strongly disliked. Fathers and Sons most certainly, and
to a lesser degree Smoke, Rudin, and On the Eve, continue
to reward reading, teaching, and being talked about. So
too do the letters, as much for the way that they bear
witness to Turgenev's intense love of freedom, his unflagging belief in civility, and his undeniable social concern, as for their not inconsiderable literary virtues.

••
••
11

H owe's little book, written back in the Fifties, I regard as the si ngle
best study so far done of th e relationship between politics and literature . That is because Howe is that rare creature, an individual who
understands both forms of human endeavor equally well and on their
own terms. Highly sensitive to literature and to the novel as a n art
form , he never attempts to bludgeon the writers he deals with , no
matter how far removed from hi s own socialist principles, in order to
make them come out saying what he wants them to . Nor does he give
them low grades for their being "wrong."

12

Berlin, p. 293.

Lake Geneva in the Winter
A trinity of fishermen
with their baskets.
Young women in straw hats
tied of silk roses.
Blades of moonlight,
a seahorse in the waves.
White linen on the table,
peonies over the mantle.

Travis Du Priest
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Sunday/Seurat/
Sondheim
John Steven Paul
At New York's Playwrights Horizons, Stephen Sondheim and James
Lapine made a play out of a painting. The painting is "A Sunday
Afternoon on the Island of La
Grande Jatte," a verdant scene of
Parisians enjoying a sunny day in a
park surrounded by the river Seine.
Georges Seurat painted this delightful, tantalizing masterpiece between
1884 and 1886. The musical play is
Sunday in the Park With George, currently playing at the Booth Theatre
in New York. Because it is Sondheim's it is important; because it is
Sondheim's it is wonderful.
"La Grande J atte" is an impressively large work, measuring twelve
feet long by almost seven feet high.
It is now a pre-eminent treasure in
the Art Institute of Chicago's collection and worth a special visit. Seurat's power has proved to be remarkably durable over a century's time.
There is something essentially vital
and kinetic, something moving in
this work. It does seem a good idea
for a theatre piece.
A critical commentary in the contemporary press tells something

John Steven Paul teaches in the Department of Speech and Drama at Valparaiso
University and writes regularly on the
world of Theatre for The Cresset.
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about the subject of the painting. "It
is four o'clock on Sunday afternoon
in the dog-days .... On the island
itself a Sunday population has come
together at random, and form a delight in the fresh air, among the
trees. Seurat has treated his forty or
so figures in summary and hieratic
style, setting them up frontally or
with their backs to us or in profile,
seated at right-angles, stretched out
horizontally, or bolt upright. . . . "
On that Sunday, the park's population included a working-class
bloke, a domestic servant, a brace of
soldiers, a pair of maids, a woman
under a parasol anchored by a child,
a scampering girl, a sniffing dog, a
cavorting monkey, a statuesque
young woman on the arm of a distinguished gentleman in a top hat.
These are the people that Georges
Seurat observed at their recreation
in the afternoon sun.
What Georges Seurat created, and
what we still have, is a structure of
color and light. A stark shadow line
horizontally divides the composition
at its middle between a dark green
foreground and a yellow green background and topped by a light blue,
white blue patch suggestive of water
and sky. The light emanates from
the left throwing long olive stripes
across the golden ground underneath a canopy of green and blue.
Moved by his observations of nature, Seurat made shapes and figures
out of colors which appear to be
russet, ivory, jet, lavender, azure,
magenta, et al.
Seurat's fame in art history is
linked to his technique, which has
come to be known as "pointilism"
(though Seurat preferred the word
"divisionism"). The painter dotted
his canvases with flecks of paint in
mostly primary colors. Based on
what he knew about optic science,
he believed that the dots would be
reconstructed by the eye of the viewer. Seurat's technical objective was
that his colors would retain all their
vividness for viewers in the future.

Though he applied his dots discretely, he desired that they be resolved into "harmonies" that would
evoke powerful feelings. The painter died at the age of forty-one; his
fondest hope was that his paintings
would prove more durable than his
own mortal sensibility.
Seurat's hope has been realized,
at least in the eyes of Stephen Sondheim and James Lapine. Sunday in
the Park With George is here to prove
it. The dots of "A Sunday Afternoon
on the Island of La Grande Jatte"
must have been resolved into powerful harmonies evocative of profound feelings, for now we have a
musical play about George, the divisionist painter, and Dot, his model
and mistress (an invented character). The play is from Lapine; the
music and lyrics from Sondheim.
George, a serious artist, is devoted to the process of observation
and creation. Dot is devoted to
George. The problems develop as
the world that George creates begins to replace the world he observes. He lives more and more in
the world of those dots. Dot can only
live outside George's art, in the world
of the flesh. George and Dot have
dwelt in the same world; indeed,
they have produced a child. But
George continues to retreat into
the world of the dots. Dot is unable
to follow him in.
The two worlds are provocatively
staged at the Booth. A gigantic
framed "canvas," actually a transparent sharkstooth scrim, stretches
horizontally across the stage, which
represents his studio. George, visible behind the transparent fabric,
dots paint onto "La Grande J atte."
Dot sits at her vanity table, in front
of the scrim, punching a powder
puff about her face and bosom. She
is preparing herself for a promised
trip to the Follies. But George must
finish the top hat. The two can only
look at each other through a window: the framed canvas.
George moves further and further
The Cresset

into the world of the dots. Dot has
naively loved and admired George
and his painting. But she finds that
looking through a window is not
very satisfying. She blames him for
not caring; George answers that he
cares deeply for everything, everything that can be looked at. By the
end of the act, George has completed
"La Grande Jatte," and placed a figure modeled on Dot in it in a focal
position. But Dot has left George for
Louis, a pastry baker. She has fled
from a fine artist to a useful artist.
(Sondheim the playful lyricist:
George doesn't need anyone; Louis
"kneads" Dot.)
A hundred years later, in Act II,
Georges Seurat's masterpieces have
immortalized him. Making a presentation at a centenary celebration of
"A Sunday Afternoon on the Island
of La Grande J atte" is another
George, also an artist. He is the immortal George's American greatgrandson. Like his great-grandfather, George is something of a
scientist. His objets d'art are "chromolumes": machines that project and
modulate colored laser beams which
resolve themselves into pictures.
But George has a problem. Recently,
his inventiveness has been inundated by his concerns over critics,
connections, foundations, and commissions. At the celebration, George
unveils "Chromolume No. 7," yet
another in a repetitive series.
Another person on this scene is
Marie, daughter of the Dot who has
been immortalized in the foreground of "La Grande Jatte." Marie
is George's grandmother and a perceptive old woman. She sees that
George's problem is the reverse of
his great-grandfather's. Whereas,
according to Dot, George grandpere
lived too much in the world of the
dots, according to Marie, George
grandfils lives too much in the world
of the flesh. Both Georges are alienated. For the grandfather, alienation
from the world of the flesh led to
great and durable art. For the grandDecember, 1984

son, alienation from the world of the
spirit has left him unable to create.
Marie suggests that George take a
lesson from her Mama, who struggled so hard to find herself.
And so, George travels to La
Grande J atte in search of the window into himself. The island has
changed considerably. Now it is a
residential suburb. The park ground
has been paved and the trees have
been replaced by apartment towers.
But George sits down and begins to
read from his great-grandmother
Dot's old copy book, her primer,
and as he does he begins to commune with the spirit of "La Grande
Jatte." Dot appears. She speaks with
her great-grandson about elementals, those things which her George
cared so deeply about: "order, design, tension, balance, composition,
light, and harmony." George listens.
He understands. And ultimately he
comes to a vision of white, a blank
page or canvas, "His favorite. So
many possibilities." Marie and her
mother Dot have revitalized George
with his great-grandfather's own
words.
The rather slight plots involving
George and Dot and George and
Marie represent attempts to fit some
dramatic action to "A Sunday Afternoon on the Island of La Grande
J atte." How does one make drama

out of a painting? Lapine has tried
to convert Seurat's figures of color
and light into characters. He turns
the figure in the right foreground
into "Dot," a painter's mistress; the
figure beside her in the top hat becomes "Jules," another, more established artist; a figure in the yellow
background becomes the painter's
mother, and so on. Act I is about
these characters. Jules comes to
George's studio and speaks derisively about one of his paintings.
George's mother laments the
changes in her beloved island park.
Even the dogs get a chance to speak
(George voices their thoughts).
George and Dot act out the central
conflict: Dot needs attention from
George; George needs Dot to be
still so that he can paint.
All in all, this collection of characters is not nearly as interesting as
"A Sunday Afternoon on the Island of La Grande J atte." Individually, each character is but a twodimensional sketch. They are not
interesting, because they don't do
anything except step out of the painting for a moment and utter a few
words which only barely define
them. Even Dot, who except for
George is the most well-rounded
character, is only a talking picture.
Lapine's staging emphasizes the
two-dimensionality of his script.
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Fully three-quarters of the depth of
the stage from back to front is used
to represent the park on La Grande
J atte. It retains that status even
when the action is set in other locations. That leaves a narrow strip at
the front edge of the stage for most
of the action. The actors' movement
is flattened onto the horizontal. The
stage permits almost none of the
diagonal moves which make stage
action interesting.
By the close of the first act, the
several characters have assembled
in the park, and George pulls up
from the stage floor several freestanding fiberboard cutouts representing the other people and objects
in the park. In a true coup-de-theatre,
the enormous framed scrim last seen
in George's studio drops down from
the flies in front of the stage. Viewed
through the fabric, the collection of
characters and cutouts retain the
starchy quality of actors frozen in
position on the stage. Then slowly
that image fades away as a replica
of Seurat's masterpiece is projected
onto the front of the scrim. In this
memorable
theatrical
moment,
music, light, and image come together in an apotheosis of the creative process and a tribute to the durability of great art.
Strictly in terms of drama, however, Act I has been long and tedious. By comparison with the vitality
of the painting the play is quite lifeless. It is not that Sunday in the Park
With George isn't well-performed or
visually
appealing.
Bernadette
Peters as Dot (and Marie) is a superb
musical theatre performer and Robert Westenberg (who stood in for
Mandy Patinkin the night we attended) gave a fine performance as
George . The production is a feast
for the eyes throughout. The lifelessness is a result of the imposition
of drama on an essentially nondramatic art form.
Drama is action; painting is space
and shape. There may be a kind of
movement, a kinetic energy, in a
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painting, but it does not move. It
stays, and it may be compelling and
tantalizing precisely for the reason
that it stays. Seurat stopped time in
"A Sunday Afternoon on the Island
of La Grande Jatte ." He caught the
population in a moment. He was
able, through his technique , to invest so much vitality into his figures
that it seems like they are about to
move. James Lapine might have
written a play suggested by "La
Grande Jatte," but he didn't. He
tried to make what he thought were
Seurat's characters move. What the
audience finds out (and perhaps
Lapine as well) is that Seurat did
not paint characters; that there are
no characters in a painting, only
figures, shapes in space.

There is much that is
quite wonderful about
the play, mostly because
Stephen Sondheim wrote
the music and the lyrics.
Still, as I said, there is much that
is quite wonderful about Sunday in
the Park With George, mostly because
Stephen Sondheim wrote the music
and the lyrics. With playwright and
director Lapine searching for a way
to make "A Sunday Afternoon on
the Island of La Grande J atte" into
drama, Sondheim was free to write
about Georges Seurat, the artist,
and the creative process that culminated in the painting. Sondheim
is our theatre's most intelligent
lyricist, if not its most gifted composer as well. His lyrics are derived
more from recitative than from aria.
He uses his lyrics conceptually, to
articulate, discuss, raise questions,
confront issues, and simply wonder
out loud and in song. For example,
in the duet "Beautiful," the lyric
actually capsulizes Seurat's aesthetic.
George, responding to his mother's
lament, explains to her that

Pretty isn't beautiful, Mother
Pretty is what changes
What the eye arranges
Is what is beautzful
I'm changing, you're changing
I'll draw us now before we fade , Mother
You watch while I revise the world

Sondheim the composer employs
musical color, and light, and dots.
Throughout much of the score,
bright staccato notes sounded on
keyboards (synthesizer, piano, celeste) become the musical equivalent
of Seurat's dots. Then, the lyric
points to the musical form, as in this
section of "Color and Light":
GEORGE
more red ... and a little more red
blue/ blue/ blu e/ blu e/ blue/ blue/ blue/ blue
even. even
good .
bum-bum-bum-bum-bum-bum-bum-bumbum .
more red.
more blue ..
more beer .
more light .
color and light .
there's only color a nd light .
ye llow a nd white .
just blue and ye llow a nd white .
look at th e air. mi ss ...
see what I mean .
no look over there , miss .
that 's done with green ..
co nj oined with orange ...

Sondheim conveys Seurat's interest in optic science and his intention
that the viewer's eye resolve the individual dots into a harmonious
composltlon by developing the
image of the eye and seeing in his
lyrics. The early phrases of the dialogue clang in jarring dissonance,
but by the end of the duet Dot and
George are singing in harmony .
DOT

GEORGE

H ow George looks
He cou ld look forever
It as if he sees you a nd he doesn 't
All at once.
But it's warm inside his eyes
H otter
And it's soft inside his eyes
And he burns you with hi s eyes
Look at her
look ing
And you 're studied like th e light
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Foreve r with
th at mirror
Wh at does she
see?
And you look inside th e eyes
Pink lips. red
cheeks
And you catch him here a nd there
Wide eyes
studying the
round face
But he's never really th ere
T he tiny pout
So you want him eve n more
See a ll the
parts a nd
none of th e
whole
And you drown inside th e eyes
And th e way
she catches
light
And th e color
of her hand s
I could look at him forever .
I cou ld look at
her fo rever .

The central conflict of the play
arises from the double lives that
both the nineteenth- and the twentieth-century Georges, and by implication Sondheim and all artists,
live. Artists constantly function in
two worlds, the absolutely exclusive,
subjective world of their art and the
objective world that they share with
other people, including those whom
they love. Sondheim establishes the
two worlds immediately. The score
opens with a series of arpeggiated
chords played at first on a piano
and then gradually ornamented
with other instrumental colors. The
chords altemate with phrases from
George outlining the task and challenge of the artist: "bring order to
the whole (chord) . . . through design (chord) .. . composition (chord)
. .. tension (chord) . . . balance
(chord) ... light (chord) .. . and harmony." At the end of this sequence,
the French homs soar in a pleasingly harmonious phrase, as if to signal
George's ultimate success in achieving his aesthetic goals.
Suddenly, the piano plunks out
pairs of dissonant notes. A voice
from George's other world breaks
through. It is his model, his misDecember, 1984

tress , his Dot complaining about the
heat, her clothing, and the painter's
apparent indifference to the "somebody inside this dress." Dot will represent the objective world throughout the play. As its representative,
she will be the source of much pain.
The artist's gift is also his curse :
even during those moments when
he is fully alive in the objective
world, there is a subjective part of
him keeping its distance observing,
revising, preparing to create. In
"Finishing the Hat," Sondheim describes this duality and link between
those worlds .
And how you 're always turning back too·
late
F rom the grass or th e stick or the dog or
the light
H ow th e kind of woman willing to wait 's
Not th e kind th at you want to find waiting
T o return you to the night
Dizzy from th e height
Coming from the hat
Studying the hat
E ntering the world of the hat
Reaching th rough the world of the hat
like a window
Back to thi s one from th at
Studying th e face
Stepping back to look at the face
Leaves a li ttle space in the way
Like a window
But to see
It 's the only way to see

The artist as observer, the passive
actor, interests Sondheim . The
character is a feature of several of
his scores. Finally, Seurat is more
intriguing to Sondheim than "A
Sunday Aftemoon .... " T h e musician-composer must have felt a deep
kinship with the artist-composer.
This is the key to the mixed success of Sunday in the Park . . .. If Lapine's contribution is a dramatic
adaptation of Seurat's painting,
Sondheim's is a musical analogy.
Obviously, musical harmonies are
the result of a myriad of sound flecks
deliberately arranged and juxtaposed. In the same way, Sondheim's
lyrical compositions communicate
by means of accumulated words,
carefully chosen and arranged in
such a way that they will foreshad-

ow, recall , and resonate throughout
the piece. Like dots, the words "see"
and "look," "connection" and "reflection," "beautiful" and "durable,"
"color" and "light," and, of course,
"harmony" and "hat" are dotted
onto Sondheim's canvas. And after
listening carefully to Sondheim's
scores, you will find them very durable artworks . Sunday in the Park . ..
and "La Grande Jatte" are both constructions-one of notes and words,
the other of dots-whose structures
are decipherable, but whose harmonies are beautifully mysterious .

••
••

T he Right Stuff
The world was deja vu
from when it all
first banged together.
Re-entering the atmosphere
was risky.
First taste of Earth
was air-shocking chill
after virgin-womb warm.
(As I was cloned,
my Father wamed:
a cold, cold world
we loved in .)
Launched to Earth,
after-birth jettisoned,
I cried.
I wasn't sent to cry
but in all things I became ...
Much later in His story
than unnaveled Adam,
I was severed, belly-buttoned
by a scullery maid.
Wrapped in swaddling cloths,
I smelled alien human.

Bernhard Hillila
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U.S. Ideology
And UNESCO
David l. Barlett
In December 1983, the United
States Government notified the
United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization
(UNESCO) that the U.S. would withdraw from the organization effective
December 31, 1984. No single provocation sparked the withdrawal notice, but complaints about budget
and management issues and concerns for policies which tended to
serve the "political purposes of a
few member states" figured in the
decision. Secretary of State George
Schultz's letter to the UNESCO director-general noted "pressures to
divert UNESCO to politically motivated ends which emanated from
member states." 1
In statements to the American
news media, the State Department
provided several other reasons as
well, notably "Soviet-inspired dis1

Letter of George P. Schultz to Amadou·
Mahtar M'Bow. published in Department
of State Bulletin, February 1984. pp . 41-42 .
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armament and peace initiatives"
and "statist" concepts in the areas of
human rights, communications, and
academic freedom.2 The State Department has also alleged that
UNESCO has been hostile to American understandings of freedom of
the press through its discussion of
the New World Information and
Communications Order (NWIC0).3
The NWICO-which has yet to
be set in any specific form-is a collection of proposals and declarations
aimed at redressing various Third
World complaints against the First
World media. It has also been the
focus of on-going criticism by Western governments and media organizations that see in it the sort of
"statist concepts" the U.S. State Department finds inimical to American
ideas of press freedom.
The Reagan Administration's
criticisms of UNESCO "politicization" of the international communications issue ignores the fundamental nature of the topics debated under the New World Information and
Communications Order rubric. The
issues that have been discussed and
the arguments that have been made
over the past fifteen years are essentially ideological and political: that
is, the nature of the issue, the perception of it, and the response to it
all arise from the peculiar sociopolitical theories which inform the
policy-makers from various countries. Indeed, the underlying premise of the NWICO and of Third
World complaints is that all communication is inherently ideological; every message carries with it a
certain intrinsic socio-political value
and orientation.
2

On-the-record briefing of reporters by Gregory Newell . assistant secretary of state. Bureau of International Organization Affairs ,
December 29. 1983 ; published as appendix
4 to U.S. Withdrawal from UNESCO, report of staff study mission to Committee on
Foreign Affairs , U.S. Cong., House. (Washington: GPO , 1984), pp. 64 and 71-72 .

3

"Chronology," Department of State Bulletin,
February 1984, p. 50.

The ideology which has informed
American policy toward the NWICO
and UNESCO's communications
policies generally for the past fifteen years has been based on various
unique American understandings
of the mass communications media
and on a set of social and commercial conditions under which the
American media operate but which
do not obtain in much of the world.
The Reagan Administration in particular has also been strongly influenced by its general ideology of entrepreneurial capitalism in applying code words such as "budget
management," "private sector initiative," and "administrative restraint"
(less government) to an international, multi-lateral organization
like UNESCO.
The world mass communications
situation, however, bears little resemblance to the highly developed
system existing in the United States.
Unlike the U .S., where a massive
network of sophisticated equipment,
highly trained personnel, and aggressive communication freedom
prevails, the world situation is characterized by a general lack of technology, expertise, and freedom. Unlike the U.S., where the ability to
communicate is taken as an individual right, the world recognizes communication as a social power that
one or another authority wields for
specific purposes, and which, moreover, is largely concentrated in the
control of Western-based media.
To most of the world, news and
information are not neutral bytes of
data, but capitalist commodities that
are jealously appropriated, accumulated, processed, and dispersed by
media multi-nationals operating on
commercial principles. The type
and form of news reported by the
Associated Press, United Press International, Reuters, and AgenceFrance Presse (the Western "Big
Four" news services) are biased,
oriented to Western "customers,"
and inattentive to the needs, conThe Cresset

cerns, and interests of Third World
receivers. These are the real social
and political issues for most of the
world.
The Reagan Administration has
effectively rejected all these Third
World concerns by its decision to
withdraw from UNESCO and its
explicit desire to suppress all discussion of a New World Information
and Communications Order that
would respond to these issues. Such
a rejection, however, is a denial of
the realities of the international situation both in terms of politics and
of communications.
Indeed, the U.S. withdrawal from
UNESCO can itself be seen as an
ideological statement that is derived
from a narrow and poorly conceived
understanding both of the legitimacy of Third World communicators' complaints and of the role U.S.
policy can take in addressing them.
Throughout the NWICO debates,
U.S. policy has suffered from the
lack of an assertive, practical, and
positive strategy to address the
needs of the Third World where
such needs are legitimate, and to
safeguard the concerns and traditions of the Western media where
such defense is based on truly fundamental values.
State Department policy-makers
have apparently believed that addressing Third World complaints
and supporting American media
principles stand in irreconcilable
contradiction. Such a policy has consistently placed the American
government and the Western media
on the defensive, and has now
pushed them into a self-imposed
isolation which will prevent U.S.
leaders from making any progress
whatsoever since it cuts them off
from discussions that will surely
continue even without them.
In an interview with an American
journalism magazine, UNESCO
Director-General Amadou-Mahtar
M'Bow repeated his statement that
the NWICO is "inevitable" because
December, 1984

"communication represents something increasingly important in the
lives of countries and individuals.
Society is characterized by a constant
information explosion .... There is
going to be a new order, a new way
of apprehending the world."4 The
NWICO debate is of major importance to most Third World states,
and UNESCO is their forum for addressing these issues. The NWICOalong with the similar New International Economic Order-symbolizes the Third World's efforts to
escape the vestiges of First World
colonialism, its attempts at cultural
and intellectual self-determination,
and what one American media
scholar has called "the sense of impotence and exploitation felt in
many poor nations."'
Another Western commentator,
however, has said that for Third
World leaders the entire NWICO is
"an opportunity to seize control
themselves."6 Indeed, it must be
acknowledged that certain proposals and studies accomplished by
UNESCO under its communications
programs have called for some form
or another of limitation or supervision of information flow. At the
same time, however, M'Bow's defense that such proposals have never
been adopted by UNESCO's General Conference is both accurate
and oft-forgotten.
Western media and goverr.ment
leaders have instead highlighted
the most radical Third World proposals while ignoring more moderate leaders' concerns and criticisms.
They insistently defend a "free flow
of information" principle without
4

Andrew Radolf, "Is UNESCO Misunder·
stood?" Editor & Publisher, val. 117. no. 16
(April 21 . 1984 ), p. 15 .

5

William A. Hachten, The World News
Prism (Ames , Iowa: Iowa State University
Press, 1981 ), p. 117 .

6

John E . Fobes, in testimony before Subcommittee on International Operations,
March 10 , 1981 , U .S. Cong., House, Review of US Participation in UNESCO
(Washington : GPO , 1982), p. B.

examining its application and limitations. An information minister of
India, Vidya Charan Shukla, has
criticized the free flow of information principle as a statement "aimed
to enable all countries in name, but
only the powerful countries in reality, to pump their information into
all regions of the world without let
or hindrance." 7 This difference between a principle's meaning and its
effect has largely been ignored by
Western representatives to UNESCO.
Now, the U.S. seeks to quit the
stage of UNESCO, leaving it to
other actors, including those which
the Reagan State Department finds
so distasteful. Already, evidence
suggests that the Soviet Union will
use the U.S. exit to gain additional
favor with Third World leaders.s
Proposals for real limitation of
media freedom may have a better
chance of winning acceptance without U.S. leadership.
This withdrawal comes, moreover, at a time when the shape of
UNESCO communications programs needs positive U.S. involvement. UNESCO's "Communication
in the Service of Man" project could
be an opportunity for the First
World and the Third World to come
together to develop a pluralistic
understanding of the role of mass
communication in nationa' and international society. Without the capable influence of U.S. scholars and
practitioners, needed guidance and
balance will be forfeited.
That influence is generally recognized to have been successful at the
1983 General Conference meeting
of UNESCO. Projects and proposals
aimed at limiting the activity of free
7

Vidya Charan Shukla, as quoted in Leonard
R. Sussman, "Mass News Media and the
Third World Challenge," in International
News: Freedom Under Attack, Dante B.
Fascell, ed. , (Washington: Center for Strategic and International Studies, Georgetown University , 1979), p. 130.

8

See Paul Lewis , "Soviet to Fight Any
Changes in UNESCO," New York Times,
September 27, 1984, p. 3.
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press traditions were overturned or
rewritten. Western concepts-notably that state censorship is anathema
to freedom of information and that
the news media have a role to play
in revealing official misconductwere clearly enunciated. The World
Press Freedom Committee announced from the Conference that
if any government was looking for a
reason to exit UNESCO, it could not
be found in the communications
program adopted at Paris.9
In addition, the validity of U.S.
arguments against those of Third
World critics who would indeed
censor and license international
journalists may be strengthened. An
eight-year, UNESCO-funded study
-probably the broadest, most inclusive study of international news
yet conducted-has recently been
completed and may offer counterarguments to the more radical Third
World media leaders.
"The World of the News," a study
covering both broadcast and print
media in 29 countries from all the
world's regions and media systems,
apparently disputes the charges of
Western bias against Third World
events and activities. An American
media scholar, Robert L. Stevenson, has interpreted the study's results as deflating the arguments of
Third World critics.

data find it more inconclusive than
Stevenson and seek more detailed
content studies of foreign news,ll
"The World of the News" offers a
starting point for the effective discussion of the real needs of international communications development.
The U.S. needs to be at the forefront of that discussion. In 1978,
Rep. George E. Brown, Jr., of California wrote:
What is needed now, more than ever, is a
plan of action to respond to the development needs of other countries and insure
an orderly transition into the communications age .... We need to meet the challenge presented by the changes taking
place, and displ ay the leadership and initiative that has been lacking recently in
our international commu ni cation s policy 12

The need for such leadership and
initiative is all the greater in 1984.
Third World development contin11

ee. for examp le. Kaarle
ordenstreng,
"Bitter Lessons," Journal of Communication, vol. 34 , no . 1 (Winter 1984), pp. 138142 .

12

George E. Brown, Jr ., "Freedom and Order
in Internati onal Communications," in Toward an American Agenda for a New
World Order of Communications, U.S.
National Commission for UNESCO (Washington: Department of State, 1981 ). p. 24 .

ues to lag behind First World technology growth, threatening to leave
less-developed nations even further
behind.
Efforts to accomplish change in
UNESCO need policies almost totally opposite to current Reagan
Administration plans. The U.S.
should become more involved in
international communications development, not less. Better qualified
personnel in greater number, not
fewer on smaller budgets, need to
be provided for UNESCO-related
work in the U.S. Most of all, U.S.
diplomats and policy-makers must
listen to Third World colleagues
and make good-faith efforts to address issues openly and directly.
The current administration's ideological chauvinism flies in the face
of its stated objectives of open and
democratic decision-making, reasonable debate, and international
cooperation. The State Department's withdrawal ultimatum gives
the U.S. the image of a bully in the
world neighborhood seeking power
and prestige for itself.
Such policies do no more credit
to the noble ideals of UNESCO
than the totalitarian censors they
seek to oppose.
Cl

Migration
The ideological rhetoric is misplaced in
three ways. First, many of the charges
against the Western media and news services are without evidence to support
them. Second , the lack of difference among
media of very different political systems
argues against the theory of cu ltural imperialism . And third , much of the rhetoric
addresses outdated questions 10

Although other interpreters of the
9

Edmund P. Hennelly , in testimony to subcommittees on Human Rights and International Organizations and on International
Operations, April 25 , 1984 , U .S. Cong.,
House, U.S. Withdrawal from UNESCO,
op. cit .. p. 24.

10

Robert L. Stevenson, " Pseudo Debate,"
Journal of Communication, vol. 34, no. 1
(Winter 1984 ), p. 137.
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"The Vision has its own appointed hour,
It ripens, it will flower,
If it be long, then wait,
For it is sure, and it wilt not be late."
Habakkuk 2:3 (Moffatt)

Alarmed by memories of wintry things
Birds wheel in circles, testing wings
Preparing for their desperate flight
Through autumn gales and autumn night.
Man takes his desperate flight alone,
But with what wings? Vision or stone?

Raymond P. Fischer
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Reflections on
Music Theory
Keith Pa ulso n-Tho rp
The advent of technology has
exerted a tremendous impact on the
arts. Changes which may be attributable to this aspect of modern culture
undoubtedly deserve to be examined
as they were by Linda Ferguson in
the September issue of The Cresset.1
Some very provocative ideas were
presented in that discussion that
need to be addressed . While it will
become obvious that I hold reservations about some of the conclusions
drawn there, many of the issues
raised simply urge further clarification.
I

The article quoted a number of
prominent writers on musical topics, including John Cage, Eric Salzman, and Charles Hamm. Their
writings reflect the severity of the
problems facing music education at
the present time. Salzman, to begin
1

Linda C. Fergu son . "Th e LP Generation
and Me: Reflections on 'Produ ced Mu sic.'"
Th e Cresset, September. 1984 , pp. 15- 18.

Keith Paulson-Thorp, who formerly
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at the University of Southwestern
Louisiana.
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with, suggests that the younger generation is "aurally oriented" and
that young people "listen more comprehensively but without the old
priorities for order and progression."2
My personal experiences with students at a half dozen universities
suggest that this is simply not the
case. I have witnessed no evidence
that current members of our culture
are aurally oriented and I have seen
virtually nothing to suggest that
they are capable of experiencing
music in a more comprehensive way
than it has previously been experienced . (How can one listen comprehensively yet remain insensitive
to the order and progression of
events?) That is not to say that sound
is not ubiquitous in our society as a
stimulant and an adjunct to many
activities; it is, but its role is comparatively inconsequential. Rarely
is music itself, as opposed to the
peripherals of music, the focus of
attention.
Most of my students are no more
adept at describing the m usic they
constantly use, and to which they
display a mindless devotion, than
they are at describing what they
might be hearing in a Dufay motet.
What they tend to notice in popular
music is the lyric of the songs and
the familiarity of the idiom. Is the
style employed appropriate to mass
appeal, to their sense of being an
accepted part of their culture? This
is alluded to by Ms. Ferguson in
describing many modern concert
situations. It is suggested that while
spectators are watching a concert,
an ostensibly visual experience, they
are actually encountering the aural
experience which the author describes as "produced music." Frankly, I would be happy if my students
would notice the music at all, for it
seldom seems to make the impact
which is effortlessly made by visual
2

E ric Salzman, "The Revolution in Music,''
New American Review ( 1969 ). p. 85.

style and effect. The students' inability to discuss how they hear and
interpret music limits my ability to
develop in them increased musical
awareness. New procedures for listening and interpretation are not
likely to prove useful if they do not
take into account how listening has
been done in the past.

Most of my students are
no more adept at
describing the music
they constantly use than
they are at describing
what they might be
hearing in a Dufay motet.
It is not reasonable to conclude
that because younger listeners spend
more time focusing on timbre and
its accompanying parameters that
they are actually hearing these features more acutely than those of us
who are less likely to concentrate on
them . One might point out that the
predilection toward evaluating timbre and other ancillary performance
aspects of music has been building
in our culture since the early nineteenth century ushered in the age
of the virtuoso and developed the
conservatory approach to musical
training. Logistic training in the
performance of notes on instruments
is stressed at the expense of intellectual understanding, simply to satisfy
the public's increasing demand for
visceral thrills. This cannot be
blamed on the technology of the
modern age even though it may be a
striking socio-musicological development.
A lack of aural orientation is
further demonstrated by my students when I ask them to cease taking notes in order to grasp what is
being presented in lectures. In virtually all classes I find that students
are excessively reliant on the written
word for the transmission of con-
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cepts. They must have the idea
clearly and unequivocally detailed
in their notes or in a textbook if they
are to show any comprehension.
The problem is that students spend
so much time writing in their notebooks that they actually miss the
concept being presented and are
left with a badly garbled misrepresentation of material which might
otherwise be easily learned. When
requested to cease note-taking most
students display overt anxiety, but
they also tend to listen more carefully to what is being said and are
able to commit the material to paper
in a much clearer form. (As I have
said, there is a decided resistance to
this aural approach to comprehension.) The difficulties commonly
encountered in conceptualization
may easily be attributed to a visually
oriented culture which is obsessed
with the preservation of "facts"
rather than with the evaluation and
implementation of ideas.

II
Ms. Ferguson also uses a quotation
in her article from the writings of
John Cage . Peculiarly, as well
known as Cage's music has become
and as often as his writings are
quoted, both are continually misconstrued and, as a result, attacks
against him are often more facile
than they deserve to be. The quotation included is obviously intended
to support the author's premise that
students, or the "LP generation" (or
perhaps new music), are more concerned with the intrinsic acoustical
properties of sound than with the
structural and interpretive potential
of music.
It is the opening of Cage's remark
which is most important: "New
Music: new listening. Not an attempt
to understand something that is
being said, for , if something were
being said, the sounds would be
given the shape of words. Just an
attention to the activity of sounds."3
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Cage is cntiClZlng the traditional
conception of analysis as an aesthetic
evaluation which consistently seeks
to ascribe some sort of absolute
meaning to a composition in terms
inappropriate to the experience.
(This is more extensively addressed
in the other writings in the book.)
The personal nature of meaning
and its varied aspects have often
been ignored.

John Cage was one of
the first to demon strate
that musical meaning
is subjective and
basically uninterpretable.
Standard works on the subject of
meaning commonly differentiate
three levels. These are, first, the
syntactic, which sifts through the
barrage of incoming data to admit
those bits which are immediately
salient; the semantic level , which
recognizes learned patterns and
structural details by retrieving data
from long-term memory ; and, finally, pragmatic meaning, which
determines how the user will act
upon the interpretation rendered
semantically. Because of the very
nature of art (see below), traditional
linguistic modes of meaning are
inappropriate. Cage was one of the
first to demonstrate that musical
meaning is subjective and basically
uninterpretable, that it is based on
experiences which may or may not
be shared by several of the users
involved and on the network of connotations which have been assembled
during previous experiences.
When Cage says that new music,
or any music, requires only attention to the activities of sounds, he
is not suggesting a passive role for
the listener. Instead, the word activity is an important part of the

definition, for it implies exactly
what a new theory of music should
help us to encounter, music as a deliberate activity. The semantic
meanings in music are the conceptual structures themselves and the
processes by which we arrive at
those structures. They are not the
representational significance which
we superimpose on those structures,
which belongs to the more personal
and connotative pragmatic level, or
which we can compare and discuss
but which cannot be predicted or
mandated.
Acoustically, music is nothing
more than a series of sonic vibrations. It is only through our unique
ability to interpret series of tones as
structures, or the equivalents of
structures, and as recognizable behaviors suggested by the temporal
interaction of those structures, that
music can be stored, retrieved,
assessed, and fully enjoyed. Cage
was reacting to a musical culture
which often ignored the very substance and structure of sound as a
part of music and concentrated on
platitudinous pronouncements intended to program the experience
of the listener rather than to allow
the listener to explore his own interpretive powers.
While the composer may be responsible for creating a situation in
which structures and concepts may
be potentially perceived by astute
listeners, he cannot be held responsible for the fact that most listeners
will not be capable of or interested
in realizing those potentials. Cage
has in his own music attempted to
force the issue by constructing compositions which cannot be heard
passively, but which force the listener into an active role sorting
through the collage of sounds and
selecting those which best fit into a
working understanding of the music.

III
3 )ohn Cage , Silence (Wes leyan U niv. Press.
1961 ), p. 10 .

The quotation from Charles
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Hamm is equally provocative in
that it suggests that structural implications in music are dependent
on the accuracy with which notation
is able to represent sounds, again a
visual orientation. Hamm says of
modern students: "the structural
elements of music are less well understood. Technical aspects of music
that can be demonstrated and understood more clearly when the music
is seen on paper are less easily recognized."4 We cannot assume that because listeners are not capable of
verbalizing analyses in our terms
that their "understanding" of musical structures is necessarily less. To
use music at all, to come back to it, is
to demonstrate that it is somehow
being understood.
There is, moreover, no reason for
us to assume that a structural logic
which is inferred in a visual representation of a composition is superior to the structural logic which is
employed in a purely musical (i.e.
aural/mental) analysis. The fact remains that substantial numbers of
people enjoy music without reference to traditional analytical techniques, and that while we might, as
educators, hope to broaden their
perspectives and to present them
with alternatives in listening and
interpretation, we cannot discount
their already established banks of
interpretive experiences.
Ms. Ferguson rightly claims that
the product of conventional music
composition is inaudible while the
product of tape composition is audible and "concrete." Yet despite the
distinctions between the two products, we are here discussing just that,
products of composition, not the
compositions themselves. Problems
arise in approaching composition
as if it were something "out there,"
which has somehow been bestowed
on the composer by a sort of divine
4

Charles Hamm , in Contemporary Mu sic
and Contemporary Cultures (Prenti ce-H all .
1975 ), pp. 268-69 .
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right and which is not subject to the
variables found in a performance or
recording. If we spend an inordinate
amount of time scrutinizing the differences between produced and performed music (and the surface differences are too obvious to be denied) we are ignoring the fundamental problem: if a composition
exists in the mind of the listener as
a result of his processing of acoustical vibrations, then it is that aspect
on which we should focus our attention rather than the physical events
which stimulated the listener to mcite his musical faculties.

A valid theory of music
m ust take into account
the manner in which
m usic is actually used
by members of a culture.
A valid theory of music must take
into account the manner in which
music is actually used by members
of a culture rather than concentrate
on what we might wish were actually
the case in some idealized world. A
theory which keeps this foremost
will necessarily be far richer than
theories which are presently being
taught and which suggest that music
is something "out there" rather than
something which we create through
the ingenuity and inventiveness of
our own minds. What is most important here is to understand that
because of the variety of approaches
in the methods of listening to and
understanding music which result
from the multiplicity of backgrounds of music users, standard
analyses which yield only a single
viable interpretation and its transformations are impoverished and
cannot provide a means for understanding music processing; we are
then left without means of creatively
and openly approaching the full
gamut of musical experience.
A theory such as Heinrich Schen-

ker's, which seems to be taught with
phenomenal reverence at many institutions, may illumine certain aspects of music written within a given
frame of reference, but does not provide us with methods of understanding anything outside of that frame.
Music which does not fall within
the system being proposed is then
viewed as inferior. Schenker himself discounted as trivial any music
which could not accommodate his
theory and thus discarded much of
the music written before the refinements of tonality found in the music
of Haydn, Bach, Mozart, et al., as
well as the bulk of the music written
in our time. A true theory attempts
to explain, not to propose how those
who are being studied should
change to suit the theory.
Ms. Ferguson draws an interesting
analogy between film as a modern
medium in relation to traditional
dramatic/visual arts, and "produced" music in relation to traditional western musical activities. 5
While one obviously cannot consider the aesthetics of produced music without consideration of the
medium, just as one cannot consider the aesthetics of film without
consideration of the medium and
how it differs from other media, it is
not reasonable to expect that the
interpretation and evaluation of the
experience, i.e. the methods of appreciation, are fundamentally different. It is impossible to approach
any artistic experience with a tabula
rasa; one is obliged to process the
material found in current experience in light of previous experiences and in light of the techniques by which one organizes the
structures of his own environment.
Film, like produced music, has succeeded precisely because of its similarities to traditional modes of
artistic expression, and any mode
of aesthetic criticism which is likely
to apply to the new medium must
5

Ferguson . p. 17 .
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be well versed in the conventions of
related media.
In this regard we can point to the
phonograph as the single most significant tool for the teaching of
these conventions yet to appear.
In the past it was necessary to examine musical scores visually or to
perceive them through the less than
ideal medium of piano reductions
(in the case of large ensemble pieces).
It was also necessary to present students with hypothetical listening
situations and simply assume that
they would be capable of transferring the gems of wisdom presented
to other contexts. Today, by using
recordings, processing can be observed more immediately. Examples can be brought into class which
will present music that could not
previously be introduced in a reasonable sonic facsimil e. We can also
with considerable ease present a
wide variety of conflicting performance realizations and discuss the
methods which might be used in
understanding each of the versions
presented and the degree to which
each presents its own theory of the
composition. As a result of this,
many students graduating from university music schools today are far
more versatile than were earlier
graduates in understanding differing musical styles and performance
practices and in the breadth of their
knowledge of repertoire .
IV
Interest in the interpretive processes of listeners is largely responsible for the development of an interdisciplinary, universally practical , and logically acceptable theory
of music. This was first expounded
during the mid-1970s by theorists
working primarily in the Netherlands but employing the findings
of scholars and scientists from many
fields, including cognitive psychology, behavioral psychology, artificial intelligence, and systematic
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logic.
Recently, Jos Kunst, the Dutch
theorist primarily responsible for
the "Bivalence Function" Theory
of art 6 has published the results of
preliminary tests designed to verify
his ideas.7 Since I have alluded to
the Bivalence Function in previous
articles in these pages, it seems timely to elaborate.
For Kunst, an artistic experience,
put quite simply, is one in which
one or more Bivalence Functions
come into play in the interpretive
process. The concept of the Bivalence Function (abbreviated BivF)
is derived from the modal logics of
Jaako Hintikka and S. A. Kripke.
(Modal logics differ substantially
from traditional logical systems in
being concerned less with the truth
function of a statement, e.g. one's
concept of reality, than with the inferences of modal concepts such as
necessity/ possibility , obligation /
permission, etc.) A BivF is able to
accommodate mutually conflicting
bits of information at a single time.
The human mind is obviously able
to do this, for we must handle ambiguous concepts every day.
In the interpretation of an artistic
artifact, an initial interpretation,
based on the subject's understanding of the conventions or laws under
which the artifact was conceived
and generated, is challenged by the
presence of an event or feature
which seems to contradict this interpretation and which stimulates a
reformulation of how the music is
behaving. The bipartite interpretive
structure of the BivF arises because
we do not simply discard the initial
interpretation but rather store it in
memory as a valid part of the experience and as potentially useful in
6

7

Jos Kunst . Making Sense in Music: An Enquiry into th e Formal Pragmatics of A rt
(J .P . Segers, Gh ent , 1 978 ).
J os Kunst and H enk Van den Bergh. "The
Analysis of Mu sical Meaning. a Th eory a nd
a n Experiment " in Interface Vol. 13, pp. 75106.

future interpretive procedures in
this and other aesthetic experiences.
The trained observer will immediately note an apparent similarity
between this theory and the theory
of expectations developed by Leonard Meyer in the Fiftiess or the implication/ realization model of musical experience expounded by Eugene Narmour in the mid-Seventies.9 The latter theories, however,
lack the highly developed flexibility
of Kunst's theories, which are capable of accommodating these and
other theories, both in concept and
notation.
Drawing an analogy with poetry,
which is more conspicuously artistic
in this sense than is music, Kunst
points out that poetry works within
a readily interpretable system, language , but establishes the need for
Biv Fs in the manner in which it deliberately bends or makes ambiguous the conventions of language
through processes such as metrical
alignment, rhyme scheme, or metaphor. The conventions governing
music are not so easily established,
for they are dependent upon the
geographic location and cultural
preferences of the liste ners involved
and on the precision with which a
composer is able to use these conventions or to establish independent
and clearly definable conventions
in a composition.
The BivF is dependent on the
individual's understanding of cultural conventions, and any attempt
to arrive at aesthetic significance
without refer ence to this cultural
background is not likely to produce
meaningful results . Put another
way, an art form which does not adhere in a very obvious way to the
conventions in which it is expected
to operate is likely to find neither a
receptive audience nor a means of
8

9

Leonard Meyer , Emotion and Meaning in
Music (Un iversity of Chicago Press , 1956 ).
,

Eugene Narmour, Beyond Schenkeris m,
Th e Need for Alternatives in Music A nalysis
(Universi ty of Ch icago Press , 1977 ).
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interpretation readily available, as
I pointed out in the case of film.
Cultural conventions uswt.Uy
govern artistic trends. Local preferences for ternary forms might be
attributable to a fear of change and
a need for security. Similarly, the
ability to tolerate the fact that a
movement by Mahler ends in a key
other than the one in which it began
is as much a result of the structural
changes in music and society since
the time the work appeared as it is
on the intrinsic value of the idea
itself. The reaction of audiences at
the time was demonstrably different,
largely because of the limitations in
perspective of those listeners. This
is not to suggest, as so many "aestheticians" have, that music is merely a reflection of a culture and its
state of glory or decay. It is to suggest that on a more localized level
we determine what music composition is, not just in the music of our
time but in all of the music which we
have, based on how we interpret it,
not on how the composer may have
envisioned it or on how it might be
assumed to have been intended by
some force beyond our control. It
is we, cumulatively, who determine
conventions.
One of the most dramatic examples of a BivF I can recall, and BivFs
are by no means limited to such massive occurences, is in the scherzo of
the second Saint-Saens Symphony,
a work which in many texts is dismissed as crudely inartistic. The
scherzo progresses in a rather traditional manner and is followed by a
modulating transition and a trio in
a related key. At the end of the trio a
retransition occurs which re-establishes the original key and reintroduces some of the scherzo's thematic
ideas. Based on standard examples
of scherzo/trio construction, the
scherzo should at this point return
almost intact. Instead the music
suddenly stops.
The piece is neither binary ndr
ternary but both at the same time.
December, 1984

At the point at which the retransition occurs, the music has shown
every sign of being a standard compound-ternary form, i.e. scherzo/
trio/scherzo. In the mind of the listener it is at that point a ternary
structure. Whether the scherzo returns or not, it is retained in the listener's memory and potentially
placed in its correct location in the
music. The fact that the music ends
after the trio without actually restating the scherzo cannot alter this
fact, yet clearly the end result has
only two parts, hence a binary structure. By playing ignorant the listener is able to replay the experience
on subsequent hearings, or he may
elect to retrieve the information
from previous listenings and to
search for new activity and understanding at more localized levels.

v
Western societies have consistently tried to develop a dichotomy between composition (as a physical,
not mental, activity) and performance. Perhaps it is because I spend
so much time in both areas that they
do not seem to me to be in competition. The composer composes only
as he listens to the sounds he is internalizing. He commits ideas to
paper as a means of perpetuating an
aural experience which he may
have improvised or which may have
simply played through itself in his
mind. The process of working out a
composition and the process of performing are but manifestations of
the same process; they are not different processes. A performer is actually composing a work as he performs it, for he is bringing to it his
view of how structures operate. As
such, his role as a listener is very
much the same as the composer's
role as a listener. If it is the case that
no two performances are the same,
it is because no two performers have
identical views about the nature and
bounds of musical logic.

We cannot be so flippant as to say
that these differences are just incarnations of an immutable conceptual
object which is in any way distinct
from the individual performance.
The Platonic idea of a composition
as something which is external and
not subject to the interpretive and
technical facility with which it is
realized fails to account for the fact
that composers change their minds
and that they often decide to revise
works as their ideas about art in
general are developed and refined.
Are we to assume that when this
occurs a composer has come into
closer contact with what the composition was "supposed" to have been
like in the first place and that he is
struggling to approximate a perfect
Platonic idea?
As a composer I take great exception to a theory which claims that
compositions are immune from inept and definitive performances
alike. If, as I suggest, a composition
exists only in the minds of listeners,
be they composer/listeners, performer/listeners, or audience/listeners, an inept performance will instigate a unique, and in most cases artistically insignificant, interpretation. How often I find that one listens to a poor performance and is
later surprised when hearing a different performance at how interesting the "composition" actually has
become. (We may consider this to
be a very long-term BivF!)
A work is the way it has been perceived in performance and the interpretation which that performance
makes possible, for we are incapable
of seeing inside another person's
mind, be he composer or performer,
and thereby knowing the composition as he might know it. To imply
that music is something beyond its
physical and mental realities is
fruitless and not properly the subject of a theory. And any successful
approach to music theory will have
to begin with that understanding.
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Up from Cleaning
Dot Nuechterlein
Christmas came early this yearin October I hired a cleaning lady.
Now let it be clearly understood
that I am in no way a neat person. A
sign near my desk says "Creative
minds are rarely tidy," and a magnet on my refrigerator reads "A
clean, uncluttered house is the sign
of a dirty mind." Anyone who has
ever peered into my office or beyond
the front parlor of my home would
find it hard to believe that I come
from good old cleanliness-is-next-toGodliness German stock.
The fact is, though, that I was once
the keeper of other people's houses,
and the three families I worked for
all through high school, who contributed substantially to my "savings for college" fund, seemed to
think I was pretty good at it. Or perhaps, looking back from this end of
the mop, it was just that I was cheap
labor providing some relief for two
working mothers and a nervous
breakdown recoveree with three
pre-schoolers. Anyway, house-cleaning may have been foreign to my
nature, but it helped me get where I
wanted to go.
This is not the first time a char
has crossed my threshold. No, indeed. The first came when I had a
toddler of my own. Our apartment
was small, but I was a temporarily
retired social activist doing volunteer work at the local women's penitentiary and I learned of a special
program to help inmates work their
way back into society. They would
come out occasionally to do cleaning for carefully selected families.
They didn't need much pay, but
close supervision (you bet) and a bit
of conversation were required.
A series of young women passed
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through my home over the course
of a year or so, but I can recall only
one, a girl of about twenty who was
tall, thin, and angular. Let's call her
Dolly. She had the closely-cropped
hair and boyish manner I had come
to recognize as a probable "butch"
in the prison world.
Most likely I remember Dolly
because my two-year-old daughter
kept getting confused about her. I
would say something like, "Don't go
into the kitchen until the lady is
finished sweeping it," and Laura
wou,ld shake her head and insist,
"That's not a lady-that's a man."
I worried constantly that the, uh,
person in the next room would hear
what came out of the mouth of the
babe and be offended.
Some years after Dolly left the
pen I became a probation/parole
officer; I was back inside the Big
House on official business one day,
and there she was. She didn't-or
didn't want to-recognize me. On
asking about her I learned that she
was one of those who just couldn't
adapt to the outside world. She
pulled some intentional stunt, check
passing, I think, in order to break
her parole and come back inside
where she felt comfortable. Housecleaning hadn't helped her a bit.
At another time I had a friend
who worked for a community college
that got a government grant to
train women from very low-income
families to become domestic engineers. My friend gathered a circle
of her nearest and dearest and asked
us to provide the on-the-job practical training part of the program.
Since it was free, and since by then
I had three pre-schoolers of my
own, I jumped at such a great opportunity to get the windows washed
and the floors scrubbed. My woman
(let's call her Daisy) was a middleaged wonder, but when the semester ended I couldn't afford the fancy
fee she was now able to command.
Housecleaning was clearly her ticket to a better life.

Still later I became the typical
overburdened modern woman with
a complicated family schedule, a
demanding job, and a large, everdirty house. Hiring help seemed
the obvious move to make. I found
a young woman, let's call her Dora,
who had recently emigrated from a
Southern European society known
for its hard-working, spic-and-span
womenfolk.
This was not an ideal arrangement. Dora's English being only
passable and her experience with
North American products nonexistent, it seemed best that at first
I should have her come on my day
off in order that I could explain
everything to her. We started off, as
I always had before, with coffee and
a chat. Mistake. This poor little immigrant, with new-country notions
but an old-country husband, had
more personal and family problems
than most of my probation clients.
With the tears and sighs it was hard
to get any work done. After only a
few weeks we faced the inevitable:
instead of housecleaning she needed
therapy, and not in my kitchen.
In recent years the three children,
father, and I have divided up the
chores and done it all ourselves.
Ha! It never all got done. We moved
a lot for a while there and I always
made sure everything was spotless
when we arrived and when we left.
One year we had a house fire and
professionals came in to paint and
clean the whole place, but that only
lasts so long. So in October, faced
with only a few days in which to prepare for a number of guests, I found
someone new. Let's just call her
Dynamite. She knows what she's
doing and she appreciates the
chance to do it; she is supplementing the family income until her student husband graduates and gets
started in what will surely be a lucrative career. Housecleaning, for her,
is a temporary necessity; for me, it's
a snatch at some sanity.
Merry Christmas.
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